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ABSTRACT

INTERIOR is a feature-length film written, directed, and produced by Zachary
Beckler as part of the requirements for earning a Master of Fine Arts in Entrepreneurial
Digital Cinema from the University of Central Florida. The project aims to challenge
existing conventions of the horror film on multiple levels – aesthetic, narrative,
technical, and industrial – while also examining growing importance of workflow
throughout all aspects of production. These challenges were both facilitated and
necessitated by the limited resources available to the production team and the academic
context of the production. This thesis is a record of the film, from concept to completion
and preparation for delivery to an audience.
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CHAPTER 1: EVIDENCE OF AESTHETIC LITERACY

Filmmaker’s Statement
All filmmaking is about manipulation, but no other genre has more of a visceral
and extreme effect than the horror genre. Horror films play with the manipulation of
sound and image to create fear and dread in an audience, forcing us to confront death
and pain. Using the cinematic form to instill fear in an audience requires the filmmaker,
and, in a sense, the film itself to disappear. The audience cannot be made aware of the
illusion, and as much as one can, should lose themselves in the experience. Most of the
terror one feels during a horror film is fear for the characters within and what will
happen to them. With my feature film INTERIOR, I hope to explore a different kind of
fear: the fear of film itself. It is the fear of the form, the fear of what is in the frame and
outside of it, of the subject and who is filming it, of dead moments séanced back into the
present. In any work of cinematic horror, there is only one true villain, and it is not the
ghost or the slasher or evil force in the woods; it is the filmmaker.
INTERIOR is about Sam, a filmmaker who is hired to spend the night alone in a
haunted house to capture evidence of the supernatural. He is the type of person who
would rather look at the world through the lens of a camera than actually participate in
it. Isolated with something that may or may not be stalking him, the cameras, his lifeline
to the world, start capturing images that cannot be explained rationally. This thoroughly
modern man is suddenly confronted with his own mortality in the form of a spirit that
1

lives beyond comprehension through the very tools that shelter him from the world not
immediately present. If he cannot trust the camera, what can he trust?
How do I bring this fear of the medium itself to a feature film? INTERIOR will
be shot from three different points of view: the main character's (through his personal
camera), his surveillance cameras, and a third omniscient eye, which the film establishes
may or may not be the "ghost". As the film progresses, these three viewpoints blur and
intermingle, so the audience will never be quite sure which they are seeing. This
uncertainty breaks down the safety inherent in all narrative horror, where every cut is a
release of tension.
Unlike a “found footage” film, where the viewer is asked to look at events that
have already happened in an academic way after the fact, we are creating a world with
immediacy that is unfolding in front of the viewer, and invading their viewing space with
the binaural soundtrack. This is not a "found footage" film, but a classic narrative with a
protagonist who acts as the audience’s avatar. When he finds footage in the film, the
audience finds it as well, and participates in the horror of the discovery.
Apart from the technical and aesthetic motivations for making this film,
INTERIOR is also a very personal project for me, even though on its surface it is just a
genre film. It is about a film school graduate who has done nothing with his life postcollege. Doomed to film weddings and make corporate videos for the rest of his life to
pay off student debt, he is me without this project; a gun-for-hire, with no time or
resources to make anything for himself. But more than that, he is someone who lives
very much in the present, with no sense of history or anticipation. There is nothing in
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the world outside of his camera. He is truly isolated, even before he enters the house.
That is the true horror.
Aesthetic Literature Review
INTERIOR is a micro-budget narrative horror feature about one man alone in a
haunted house over the course of one night. It is a project that is both very unique and
highly influenced by a variety of films that came before it. Aesthetic Literacy, whether
visual, musical, dramatic or literary, focuses on the student’s need to recognize,
appreciate, and interpret the multitude of aesthetic expressions, historical and
contemporary, that make up our world. This project will show evidence of aesthetic
literacy in its construction, visual design, and audio techniques, all of which have a
direct relationship to the film’s content.
Alfred Hitchcock has famously depicted the difference between suspense and
surprise. When you have characters sitting at a table when a bomb goes off, that is a
surprise. If we see the bomb under the table first, that is suspense (Zinoman, 29). There
is a third scenario I would like to explore. What if the bomb does not go off? It remains
in the scene after the characters leave. There is no release of tension, therefore it stays
with the viewer. “Rhythm shapes cycles of tension and release by shaping time, energy,
and movement through the ﬁlm in patterns designed to provoke and modulate
particular qualities of empathetic response” (Pearlman, 62). There is safety in rhythm, a
quality that makes the unexpected almost inevitable. Rhythm is one of the defining
principles of visual art. But rhythm can be a crutch, specifically in horror cinema. There
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is always a desire for release, because tension is an unpleasant feeling. It is also a feeling
we are drawn to.

“Audience members at an effective horror film often appear to react in much
the same way as they would if they were confronted with a terrifying and
disgusting situation outside the theater… When they leave the theater, however,
many of them speak of the experience they just had with great enthusiasm and
perhaps express eagerness to return for more of the same” (Strohl, 203).

Strohl calls this “the paradox of horror.” I have always felt that watching an
effective horror film is the equivalent of waking up from a bad dream. There is a sense of
relief, because the situation you thought you were in did not really happen. Your life,
however poorly you felt about it before, seems a little better. One could say that the
more horrible things we watch, the better we feel about our own lives. That is why there
is tension, and then release. With INTERIOR, I wanted to explore the effect of tension
without release. This film is a story without a clear ending, ambiguous and uncertain. It
attempts to stay with the audience long after the film ends.
INTERIOR has been constructed as a journey of discovery not only for the main
character, but the audience as well. As the film opens, we are introduced to a filmmaker
named Sam who is hired to film the house for one night in order to capture evidence of
the supernatural. During this period, he is shown using every tool imaginable in the
arsenal of a filmmaker, from camera and audio to editing equipment and visual effects
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applications. At one point, we even see Sam attempt to fake a piece of paranormal
footage. Similarly, Brian De Palma’s Blow Out has a scene that shows a man silently
observing the world through cinematic devices. This effect is can “redefine our
relationship to the film and make the audience hyper-aware of everything they are
experiencing” (Singer, Ebert Presents). This awareness is key to the film’s success and
ability to generate fear.
INTERIOR is not a “found footage” film like The Blair Witch Project and
Paranormal Activity, which derive fear by pretending what the audience is watching
really happened at some point in the past. "The genre's history is peppered with
repeated attempts at greater and greater realism in various forms, even if many horror
films have intentionally sought less-than-realistic qualities” (Rhodes, 53). The genre is
currently flooded with these films, and audiences are completely aware of this
simulation, making it simply an aesthetic and monetary choice, since these kinds of
films are shot with consumer-grade equipment. “The style initially captivated audiences
because of its originality and the belief that what they were watching could well be
real. The effect obviously risks being diminished through repetition. The audience starts
to ask questions. Why are these characters still filming while they are being
chased? How long are their batteries lasting? Before long what was once an absorbing
style could have the very opposite effect” (International Business Times). INTERIOR
will attempt to bring back the reality of this through narrative storytelling with a
protagonist who acts as the audience’s avatar. When he finds footage in the film, the
audience finds it as well. Unlike a “found footage” film, where the viewer is asked to look
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at events that have already happened in an academic way after the fact, we are creating a
world with immediacy that is unfolding in front of the viewer.
With the majority of films that deal with home video within their narratives, such
as The Ring, Prince of Darkness, or The Blair Witch Project, there is a separation
between the “cinematic” image and the video image being portrayed, due in part to the
lower quality digital had when those films were made. The images have a different layer
of abstraction, and with it come associations to “reality.” “In all cases, horror in these
films derives from the configurations of isolation and connection identified with
communications technologies” (Tryon, 50). Technology has improved, though, and we
are able, to a certain extent, to mimic the cinematic image with home video equipment.
There is no longer a separation unless it is an aesthetic choice, so we have chosen to
embrace the similarities between the cinematic and the consumer-grade.
Being a horror film about a character isolated in a single location while
something is watching them, I wanted to use several cameras in several different ways.
The main camera will take on an almost voyeuristic and curious approach, as if from the
point of view of something watching the main character. The film The Strangers is shot
in a similar way, as if the filmmakers themselves are implicated in the stalking and
terrorization of the characters. The second camera belongs to the main character, and
will have a more explicit point of view, almost like a found footage aesthetic. There will
also be surveillance cameras, which as the narrative progresses, will begin to blend with
the other points of view, as if something is taking them over. This uncertainty of
perspective breaks down the safety inherent in all narrative horror, where every cut is a
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release of tension. The camera angles will also start to get more abstract and dynamic as
the main character becomes more and more paranoid, similar to the final act of The Evil
Dead. The film also explicitly shows that something otherworldly is watching and
recording our main character throughout the night. If the audience were truly watching
images from the point of view of a spirit, would that ghost really obey the laws of
standard photography? The camera is going to get as close to something as possible if it
wants to, or see as much of a room as it can, without the boundaries of lensing and
sensors, which is one of the reasons we are using “GoPro” cameras. They have extremely
wide angled lens and tiny sensors, making them ideal for this type of perspective.
Along with the visual design of the film, the sound design is equally, if not more,
important. The original intent involved a minimalistic approach, allowing for silence to
create a sense of unease, as the audience’s emotions have nowhere to be directed. Of
course, a film in this era cannot exist simply with silence, a lesson Alfonso Cuarón
learned on the film Gravity:

“I tried, at first, completely stripping sound, and I’ve seen films do that and it’s
brilliant. But they do it for one sequence. The problem was to sustain the whole
film like that. And I tried, at first. And I realized that I was alienating the
audiences with it. You cannot just not play any sound, because then you’re not
creating silence, you’re just creating the noise in the screening room.” (Cuarón,
“Complete Silence”)
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Instead of having silence on the soundtrack, a filmmaker must create the illusion
of silence. David Lynch’s Eraserhead is a good example of using an oppressive droning
soundtrack in juxtaposition to intricate foley sound to convey the illusion of silence. As
an audience, if we hear every quiet movement a character makes, we assume the
environment is quiet, regardless of how loud the ambience is. This opens up a lot of
opportunities for creating atmosphere and tone, which Lynch has always excelled at.

“David Lynch… is one director who has often approached noise in this more
abstract way, using noise both on its own and interwoven with, or augmenting,
more ‘traditional’ music to create atmospheres of disquiet and liminality. Death,
memory, decay and the existence of other, darker worlds within and around this
one are themes central to his vision: this undertow is realized most effectively in
carefully constructed passages of low-end, haunting noise. “ (Morgan, 189)

“Even though horror films remain a staple in the suburban multiplex theater, it
is crucial to recognize that the theatrical screening should no longer be regarded as the
primary viewing experience” (Tryon, 50). It is interesting that even though the
mainstream horror films flooding the market today, with all their “realism”, still strive
for a theatrical experience, the last place where someone would “find” footage in these
modern times. INTERIOR is a film that may be even more suited for home viewing, as
experiencing the same isolation the main character is feeling allows the viewer to give
up the safety of company and the communal experience. Being a film about a character
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alone in a haunted house, it exploits the horror of found footage like few films in that
genre have attempted. INTERIOR is a film wants to invade the viewing space, rather
than be invaded. It wants to isolate the viewer rather than create community. “Like few
other genre cycles, the media-savvy horror film engages with this transformed viewing
experience, alerting us both to new forms of cinematic knowledge and to old fears
revitalized in the image of the home as domestic fortress” (Tryon, 50). INTERIOR is
made for such an experience; a fear of the form, and a fear of what it can do.
Screening List
Cat People. Dir. Jacques Tourneur. RKO Pictures, 1942.
The Birds. Dir. Alfred Hitchcock. Universal Studios. 1961.
The Haunting. Dir. Robert Wise. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1963.
2001: A Space Odyssey. Dir. Stanley Kubrick. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 1968
Rosemary’s Baby. Dir. Roman Polanski. Paramount Pictures. 1968
The Texas Chain Saw Massacre. Dir. Tobe Hooper. Bryanston Pictures Release, 1974.
Eraserhead. Dir. David Lynch. Absurda. 1977.
The Shining. Dir. Stanley Kubrick. Warner Bros. 1980
Blow Out. Dir. Brian De Palma. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1981.
The Beyond. Dir. Lucio Fulci. Grindhouse Releasing. 1981
The Evil Dead. Dir. Sam Raimi. New Line Cinema, 1981.
Prince Of Darkness. Dir. John Carpenter. Universal Studios. 1987.
Lost Highway. Dir. David Lynch. October Films, 1997.
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The Blair Witch Project. Dir. Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez. Artisan
Entertainment. 1999.
Collateral. Dir. Michael Mann. Dreamworks Pictures. 2004
Paranormal Activity. Dir. Oren Peli. Paramount Pictures. 2007.
The Strangers. Dir. Bryan Bertino. Rogue Pictures, 2008.
Monsters. Dir. Gareth Edwards. Magnet Releasing, 2010.
The Tunnel. Dir. Carlo Ledesma. Distracted Media, 2011.
Gravity. Dir. Alfonso Cuarón. Warner Brothers. 2013.
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CHAPTER 2: EVIDENCE OF FINANCIAL LITERACY
Business Plan
The following pages represent the entire Business Plan for INTERIOR, including
Risk Statements, Industry Overviews, Marketing and Distribution Plans, and Financial
Plans. This document was written before production started, and has its own specific
format as well as its own standards for citations.
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DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC
BUSINESS PLAN

COPY NUMBER ________________
This business plan (the “Business Plan”) is for information only and is not an
offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. Furthermore, the
entire contents of the Business Plan are confidential and the reader, by
accepting the Business Plan, agrees not to disseminate to a third party or
copy the information contained herein, in part or in whole, without the
express written consent of Zachary Beckler. This Business Plan is the property
of Zachary Beckler and by accepting the Business Plan the reader agrees to
immediately return the Business Plan to Zachary Beckler upon request.

Zachary Beckler
adigitalhorror@gmail.com
3047 George Mason Ave Apt. D
Winter Park, FL 32792
727-254-2608
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Information And Risk Statement
INTENDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY
This business plan is intended for informational purposes only and is not a solicitation of
securities. This business plan is not a prospectus and is not a private placement memorandum.
This business plan and its contents are not to be construed as legal, business or tax advice.
STATEMENT OF RISK
Investment in the entertainment industry has inherent risk. Many factors beyond the filmmakers
control can influence a film’s financial future. These factors stretch from production through
distribution. The risks associated with DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC include failure
to complete production, failure to reach a distribution deal, incompetent distribution, market
competition, negative audience response and a general market down turn. Any individual
complication can dramatically affect the monetary value of the film, but taken in any
combination these missteps could become catastrophic to the projections of this business plan.
The above-described risks are only a sample, and not intended to appear as a complete list of
risks.
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Executive Summary
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC is being formed for the sole purpose of producing,
seeking distribution for and collecting revenues from the full-length feature film INTERIOR, a
digital horror film to be made on a micro-budget of $11,500 using one location and one main
actor. The project will mark the feature-length debut of Zachary Beckler, an award-winning short
film director, and will be filmed locally in the Orlando area. We anticipate the film to be ready
for festival play and distribution no later than one year after the full receipt of financing.
DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC’s efforts in producing INTERIOR as a “microbudget” project will yield substantial budgeting and creative advantages that would not be
afforded to studio-funded projects and should translate into a significant profit opportunity for
the company.
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Zachary Beckler will serve as owner and operator of DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC.
Since the film will be written, produced, directed, and edited by Mr. Beckler, the film, and
therefore the company, could not be possible without him. He will also assemble a team of artists
with the technological experience necessary to fully realize the potential of this project.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
INTERIOR is a micro-budget horror film set during one night inside a haunted house with one
character. Sam, a filmmaker, is hired to film his friend’s house for evidence of supernatural.
Over the course of the night, his cameras start recording events that could not have actually
happened, showing him doing things he has no memory of. The isolation combined with a
growing sense of paranoia about his perception and images of a giant black figure that seems to
mean him harm force him to question everything he thought he knew about what is seen and
what is recorded as evidence. Apart from a unique scenario, the project should greatly
distinguish itself from past and future genre efforts in several ways:




INTERIOR is not a “found footage” horror film, which crowds the current genre
marketplace.
The film will be shot digitally with wide-angle lenses, combining a number of different
formats from HDSLR to GoPro cameras.
The film has the distinction of being the first binaural horror feature ever made. Binaural
audio creates ultra-realistic soundscape that can record the psychoacoustics of an
environment; creating the illusion that the sounds of the film are invading the
environment the viewer is watching it in. This will make INTERIOR a piece of film
history.

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The film industry is on the cusp of an artistic resurgence in the ever-decreasing cost of making
films and the increasing revenue from micro-budget films like Paranormal Activity and Like
15

Crazy. With more and more people able to make films cheaply, the market can get easily
crowded, which makes it more and more important to have a project that stands out in some way,
be it a new piece of technology, an unique take on a genre, or a marketable artistic vision.
MARKET ANALYSIS & STRATEGY
While it is true that North American box office grosses have declined in the last couple years, the
online market for film distribution has continually increased each year. The rise of iTunes,
Netflix, and other video-on-demand (VOD) services has created a thriving renaissance for easy
distribution. Genre pictures, like INTERIOR, have it easiest of all, as the trends in the horror
audiences have skewed towards more and more low budget fare, both in theatrical and online
markets. Once again, the problem of oversaturation occurs, which means INTERIOR has to
acquire and maintain a fan base before the film even shoots. We will put into effect an online
marketing campaign, using our Facebook, Kickstarter, and our own website,
ADigitalHorror.com. The many different aspects of INTERIOR also create a breadth of
opportunities for targeted screenings, public exhibitions and private online events.
MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTION
We plan to play the festival circuit to attain theatrical distribution. We will submit INTERIOR to
top tier film festivals in order to obtain distributor interest, as well as send the film to sales
agents. A domestic theatrical distribution is our desired outcome. If INTERIOR does not find
domestic theatrical distribution, our next course of action is online self-distribution. Since the
film will be binaural, it will lend itself to home or computer viewings with headphones. Now
more than ever is this option cheap, available, and user-friendly. Websites like distribber.com
charge a fee to get independent films on VOD services like iTunes, Hulu, and Netflix. With the
supremely low cost of the project, return of investment is very attainable.
FUNDING REQUIREMENT
INTERIOR will be funded by crowd sourced donation drives on Kickstarter.com. The budget of
approximately $11,500 has already been raised through such a campaign.
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Company Description
COMPANY DETAILS
DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC is an Orlando, Florida-based Company that will be
founded once financing commences. The purpose of the LLC will be to produce, find
distribution, and collect revenues for the full-length digital feature entitled, INTERIOR, a digital
horror film to be made on a micro-budget using limited locations and mostly one main actor. It
will also be the first binaural feature film ever made, which will create an immersive sonic
experience never seen before. It will be budgeted around $11,500 and we anticipate ready for
festival play and distribution no later than one year after financing is complete. The goal of this
film, and of this company, is to make the scariest film possible and distribute it to as many
people as possible, be it through a distributor or our own self-distribution. We feel the more
people see it, the greater chance of them purchasing the film and spreading the word to others.
COMPANY PERSONNEL
ZACHARY BECKLER - MANAGER / PRODUCER / DIRECTOR / WRITER /
CINEMATOGRAPHER / EDITOR – Zachary will serve as sole manager of DIGITAL HORROR
PRODUCTIONS LLC. This will be Zachary’s first feature film experience, though he has
written, directed, produced, and edited several short films, including Séance, which INTERIOR is
partially based on. This short was shot digitally on a micro-budget of $700 and is, in fact, the
opening prologue of the feature film, INTERIOR. It has gone on to popular reception and awards
since its completion in 2011, and was also an official selection of Fantastic Fest 2012, the largest
and most prestigious genre festival in America. He has also written, directed, and edited the short
films Heartbreak Alley, What Else, and Where Is Alice? These projects have also served as
exceptional preparation to create feature films.
SUSAN WILLIAMS – CO-MANAGER / PRODUCER – With a background in theater tech and
cinema studies, Susan has successfully made the leap to independent film producer with her first
film, Séance. She is a multi-hyphenate talent with hands in all aspects of the production.
JUSTIN BECKLER - SOUND DESIGN / MUSIC – Justin is not only one of the best musicians
in Florida, he was recently touted as Orlando’s “Go-to Producer” by the Orlando Sentinel. This
will be Justin’s first film venture, though he has produced and engineered several albums from
artists like Matt Butcher, Andy Matchett and the Minks, and Kaleigh Baker to name a few. He
has also written, performed, and produced three albums of his own music.
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Product Description
SYNOPSIS
“One man. One night. One haunted house.”
INTERIOR is about a film school graduate, Sam, who has done nothing with his life in the five
years since college. He is the kind of obsessive filmmaker who would rather see the world
through the lens of a camera than with his own two eyes. He receives a phone call from an old
girlfriend, now married with a child, who is having trouble with her house… it is haunted. She
hires Sam to spend the night in the house to try to capture evidence of the supernatural.
Sam is left alone all night, with cameras placed around the house. At first bored, he tries to fake
evidence to make more money. It isn’t long before his camera starts capturing things that are not
really there, footage Sam could not have shot himself. What can Sam trust, his eyes or the
evidence recorded? The film will end with a journey into the unknown, as Sam takes his camera
and confronts the spirit head on.
PROJECT DETAILS
INTERIOR is a horror film in the vein of Cast Away meets The Shining. It is budgeted at $11,500
and targeted towards genre fans and audiences that favor intelligent thrillers with richly
developed characters.
INTERIOR IS NOT A “FOUND-FOOTAGE” HORROR FILM. Films like Paranormal Activity,
The Devil Inside, and The Last Exorcism derive fear by pretending that what the audience is
watching really happened at some point in the past. The genre is currently flooded with these
films, and audiences are completely aware of this simulation. We feel that found footage is not
scary unless the viewers find it themselves. We achieve this through "old-fashioned" narrative
storytelling with a likable protagonist who acts as the audience’s avatar. When he finds footage
in the film, the audience finds it as well. Unlike a “found footage” film, where the viewer is
asked to look at events that have already happened in an academic way, we are creating a world
with immediacy that is unfolding in front of the viewer. This is the main element that
distinguishes us from the current genre fare.
Shooting will occur in Orlando, as it has the closest access to free equipment and crew. The film
will be shot primarily on HDSLR cameras, and will have the distinction of being the first
binaural horror feature ever made. This technique, which creates ultra-realistic sound making the
viewer feel the things happening in the film are occurring all around them, as well as the
uniqueness of having one character isolated for an entire feature, will make stand us out among
the many paranormal films that are coming out, and will secure us distribution. We anticipate the
film to be ready for examination by distributors no later than one year after financing has been
secured. Following that, the production will complete the binaural version of the film.
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Industry Overview
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION
In the production of most features, both studio and independent, there are five stages involved:
development, pre-production, principal photography, post-production, and distribution. The
person that shepherds a film through these stages is traditionally the producer. The development
stage is where an idea is hatched and a screenplay is written. Money is also raised, and cast and
crew are tentatively signed. Once these actions are taken and the screenplay is in its best form,
the producer moves into pre-production. At this stage, the cast and crew are locked in, locations
are sought, and the screenplay is broken down and scheduled. Then comes principal
photography. The film is shot and the producer oversees the day-to-day operations of the film
shoot. Following the successful completion of principal photography comes post-production,
where the film is edited, sound designed, and scored. The final output version of the film, known
as the original negative, is then copied and distributed. The distribution stage is where companies
pay the producer for the right to release the film in theaters and various ancillary markets, such
as home video and video-on-demand (VOD). This occurs both domestically and internationally.
Traditionally, distribution begins with a domestic theatrical release, followed by the foreign
markets, then home video. A domestic theatrical release may occur on as many as 45001 screens
or as few as one.

MICRO-BUDGET VS STUDIO
A film released by a major studio (Paramount, Warner Bros., etc.) works in the more traditional
model of film production. Generally these studios are subdivisions of large, diversified
corporations and are capable of producing and distributing up to 25 films a year each, which are
usually budgeted as low as $1 million and as high as $300 million2. In fact, a producer working
for a studio does not get paid by a distributor for the rights to their film because the studio
already owns the film and has a distribution division.
The difference between a micro-budget feature and a studio feature are numerous. For one, a
micro-budget feature is independently financed. Their budgets do not exceed $200K and are
raised through a number of different avenues, like private equity and crowd funding. It is
possible for a micro-budget film to be released by a studio. In that scenario, the studio would
simply act as a distributor.
Another difference is in the distribution of the film. Apart from raising the funds, the microbudget producer has to seek out one or more distributors for the different avenues and markets of
distribution. There is also no guarantee that a micro-budget film will find distribution. That

1

Figures provided by http://boxofficemojo.com/alltime/widest.htm?page=WIDESTOPEN&p=.htm

2

Figures provided by http://www.the-numbers.com/movies/records/budgets.php
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does, however, open the film up to more avenues of distribution that studio films traditionally
shy away from, like VOD or self-online distribution.
There are several advantages to micro-budget filmmaking that DIGITAL HORROR
PRODUCTIONS LLC feels outweigh filmmaking in the studio system. For one, the positions of
director and producer are usually filled by the same person, and they have much more creative
control. Without having large amounts of funding or a studio to answer to, the creative entities
can focus on making riskier and more experimental films. Also, the employees of a studio are
needed for the operations of many other films, whereas the micro-budget model focuses on one
picture at a time. As a result, the overhead costs of a studio film are much higher than a microbudget film, thus reducing the final profits of a studio film. This is the reason studios do not
make films at the micro-budget level, because it would not be worth the operating costs.
INTERIOR will be a micro-budget horror film, and will be made using the micro-budget model
of production and distribution.
HORROR TRENDS
The easiest kinds of films to guarantee an audience for are genre pictures. Out of the twelve
movie genres during the release years of 2008-2011 inclusive, horror experienced a 71% increase
in ticket sales. In 2011, it comprised of 4.03% of the market share, grossing $411 million. The
most important aspect of that figure is that approximately 40% of that gross came from films that
cost under $5 million. As a reference, the genre with the dominant market share, adventure, had
>1% under $5 million3. These numbers illustrate that a trend not only towards horror, but lowbudget horror as well. That means that even though INTERIOR features no name actors and is
very character driven, its market share does not shrink. The following table illustrates a
sustainable market for films like INTERIOR: Each of these films is low-to-micro-budget,
character-driven, and all but one (Insidious) contain no name actors. Some of these achieved a
wide release and opened at number 1. A film like INTERIOR would have to achieve major
distribution to earn results like these, but the trend shows that budget does not necessarily factor
in.
Film (release year)

Budget* ($ mil)

[REC] (2007) **
The Signal (2008) **
The Last Exorcism (2010)

2.0
0.05
1.8
2.0
0.5
1.5

The Human Centipede (2010)**

Monsters (2010)**
Insidious (2011)
*Source: the-numbers.com
** Film was released on VOD. Final figures not released.
3

Figures from the-numbers.com
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Worldwide Box
Office* ($ mil)
27.1
0.25
67.4
0.25
4.2
97.0

Home Video
Sales* ($ mil)
N/A
N/A
6.8
2.4
N/A
7.3

Market Analysis & Marketing Strategy
EXHIBITORS
Micro-budget independent films have traditionally been shown in the two types of movie
theaters, specialty and non-specialty. Specialty theaters generally consist of one to five screens
and cater to niche audiences while non-specialty theaters frequently have more screens and cater
to much wider audiences, like a multiplex. Although total worldwide cinema screens have
remained constant at just under 150,000 screens over the past five years, digital screens have
increased dramatically. As of 2010, more than 36,000 screens, nearly one-quarter of the total,
are now digital, which is a 122% increase. More digital theaters equate to drastic cuts in
exhibition costs, which means more niche and independent films are likely to play at theaters
projecting digitally. This is a positive trend since the number of specialty theaters has gone down
3%4. Given that our film will be shot and edited in a digital medium, it is to our advantage that it
will most likely be released in one as well. Theatrically distribution, though, is not the only
avenue anymore.
Video On Demand sales figures are never released, but broad numbers are. VOD accounted for
12.2% of the home video entertainment market, or $2.3 billion in 20105. Companies like IFC
Films and Magnolia Pictures created the model of simultaneously releasing films in theaters and
through VOD, with most films grossing more through VOD. The film Margin Call (2011)
grossed $2.5 million in 178 theaters. The film was rented online nearly 250,000 times, matching
the amount of tickets sold6. These modes of distribution are ideal for a genre film like INTERIOR.
WORD OF MOUTH
As with most micro-budget independent films, any company that domestically distributes
INTERIOR will likely open it on a very limited number of specialty theater screens and use the
proceeds from those screens to pay for wider theatrical release of the film. INTERIOR will rely
heavily on word-of-mouth for its initial success. This word-of-mouth is essential to films that
open with a limited release. An extreme example would be Paranormal Activity in 2009. The
film opened in 12 theaters, very low even for the average independent film, let alone studio
standards, and used positive word-of-mouth gross a total of $193,355,800 worldwide on an
$15,000 budget. Though this shows extremely exceptional results, other recent and more
grounded independent pictures have also relied on initial word-of-mouth to achieve successful

4

Theatrical Market Statistics 2010, mpaa.org

5

Tom Adams, Network Delivery of Video Fails to Live Up to Hype in 2010. http://www.isuppli.com/Media-

Research/News/Pages/Network-Delivery-of-Video-Fails-to-Live-Up-to-Hype-in-2010.aspx, Jan 2011
6

Ben Fritz, 'Margin Call' approaching 250,000 video-on-demand rentals,

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/entertainmentnewsbuzz/2011/11/margin-call-video-on-demand.html, Nov 2011
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grosses, as the following table illustrates:
Film (release year)

Domestic
Budget* ($ mil)
Worldwide Box
Opening Screens
Office* ($ mil)
Once (2007)
2
0.15
20.7
Monsters (2010)
3
0.5
4.2
Winter’s Bone (2010)
4
2.0
13.8
Blue Valentine (2010)
4
1.0
12.4
Like Crazy (2011)
4
0.25
3.5
(NOTE: Each of the films appearing on the table never reached more than 450 screens. To do so
is rare for a micro-budget independent.)
* Source: Box Office Mojo
GENERAL MARKETING STRATEGY
When discussing a general marketing strategy, we are generally talking about how the industry
will work in favor of this film. For a film like INTERIOR, the ideal first step is to get domestic
distribution. Through that distributor, we will recommend marketing begin with targeted
screenings and Internet exposure. These screenings will target audiences most likely to take an
interest in the film, as well as representatives from horror and genre focused websites. As an
example, the distributors of Paranormal Activity (2009) acquired the rights to remake the film
into a more expensive version. However, the executives became excited enough by reaction at a
research screening to release the original film. They started screening it on college campuses to
build a feverish word of mouth7. That equated to $107 million domestic.
Internet exposure is also vital in reaching a film’s target audience. Such exposure was the
cornerstone of not only Paranormal Activity, with its “Demand It In Your Area” campaign
(where people could vote to have the film open in their city), but also films like The Blair Witch
Project (1999), and, most recently, The Tunnel (2011), which is the first film ever released in
theaters and via torrent download simultaneously. The creators of The Tunnel not only created
web content while shooting, they also raised all their funding through their site, creating a rabid
fan base from the inception of the project. According to their numbers, more than 3 million
people have watched the film, and the momentum of the release led to theatrical and cable deals8.
The overall goal with these marketing strategies is to begin significant word-of-mouth. Once
word-of-mouth spreads, the resulting revenues can be used to pay for more traditional publicity,
such as media buys and publicists. We intend to start an online campaign to raise awareness

7

Michael Cieply, Thriller on Tour Lets Fans Decide on the Next Stop,

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/21/business/media/21paranormal.html?_r=3, Sept 2009
8

Nick Lawrence, Two Successful Freemium Films, http://timeexpiredfilm.com/blog/?p=134, Jan 2012
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about the project, as well as use one of the crowd-funding websites (Kickstarter, Indie GoGo,
etc.) to raise funds.
TARGET AUDIENCE & SPECIFIC MARKETING STRATEGY
The many different aspects of INTERIOR create a breadth of opportunities for targeted
screenings. Because of the remarkable fact that the bulk of the film consists of one character in
one location, the film can be screened at film societies. Due to the fact that it deals with ghosts,
death, and other matters of horror, horror fan clubs, book clubs and conventions can be targeted.
Furthermore, because the film is also explicitly about the art and construction of making cinema,
filmmaking workshops and websites like nofilmschool.com and cinema5d can host online
screenings for their readerships.
On top of that, using The Tunnel as a model, we can upload the film via torrent and self
distribute it with the help of positive word-of-mouth. INTERIOR is a film made for the online
format, even though the hope is a theatrical distribution. Regarding Internet marketing, sites we
will recommend targeting are those centered on the same types of avenues mentioned before.
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Motion Picture Distribution
DISTRIBUTION OVERVIEW
In the classic and ideal sense, the distribution of an independent film involves licensing its rights
to a distribution company or companies for a specified length of time. During this time each
distributor further licenses the film to various markets, which are divided into geographical
regions and formats. “Format” refers to the way in which a movie can be viewed, such as
theatrical, home video, and TV. Other formats for which rights can be licensed include
soundtrack, novelization, merchandising, and non-public showings of the film (i.e. airlines and
college campuses). The order of events typically starts with a domestic theatrical release,
followed by a foreign theatrical release, then home video, VOD, basic cable, and finally
syndication. Revenues in all domestic formats and foreign markets are classically driven by the
success of the domestic theatrical release.
However, more and more independent films are opting for a multi-platform day-and-date release.
That means the film is released theatrically, on home video, and VOD simultaneously on the
same day. This is known as hybrid distribution, and is growing exponentially each year.
DISTRIBUTOR EXPENSES AND FEES
Prints and Advertising are the most recognizable of distribution expenses, though the costs have
gone down considerably with the growth of digital cinemas. In the past, once a final version of
the film is completed, a copy is made from which all other “prints” are created. A single print,
costing upwards of $1500, had to be made for each screen the film played. Today, independent
films make “digital prints”, which can be exported off their own computers, cutting costs to a
fraction of what they were.
Advertising costs, on the other hand, do nothing but go up each year. Also, the cost of printing
and marketing physical media, like DVD and Blu-ray, can exceed $4 per disc. These
expenditures are the specialties of distributors, who are responsible for collecting the revenue
generated by their markets. After doing so, the distributor subtracts its distribution fee, followed
by expenses like P&A costs that most times surpass the films budget, and remits the remaining
portion to the producer. A distributor will be granted control over a film’s marketing and
theatrical release, but will incur all of the expenses that come with that. Getting the film out into
as many territories as possible is key to maximizing the financial return to investors.
DISTRIBUTION CRITERIA
Distributors seek films with at least one recognizable cast member, an exploitable genre, and a
storyline that is original. These are some of the main factors influencing a distributor’s decision
to acquire the rights to a film. While INTERIOR will contain no cast member whose name alone
carries innate audience appeal, its target audience often supports movies without such talent. The
film’s unique storyline, a man alone in a haunted house, yielding a feature film with one actor in
one location, should spark major interest among this market segment. In addition, the film will
have the added prestige of being the first binaural feature ever made. INTERIOR is a film well
positioned to maximize its chances for garnering distribution
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DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY
We plan to implement a three-step approach to attaining theatrical distribution. First, we will
submit INTERIOR to top tier film festivals such as Fantastic Fest, Slamdance, Sundance, SXSW,
Tribeca, and Toronto. All levels of distributors attend screenings arranged for festival attendees.
In the most ideal scenario, distributors at these screenings will take such a keen interest in the
film that a bidding war ensues, in which distributors bid against one another for domestic and
foreign rights in all formats. Though extremely rare, these bidding wars can result in exorbitant
advances being paid to the producers (and thus investors) of a film well before distribution
commences. Recent examples include Another Earth (2011), Like Crazy (2011), and Silent
House (2012), which sold for approximately $0.75 million, $4 million, and $6 million9 on
respective budgets of $0.2 million, $0.25 million, and $5 million10. Simultaneous to festival
submissions, we will submit the film to top producer’s representatives for representation. For a
fee ranging from 10%-15% of all revenues returned from a film to a producer, the top producer’s
reps use their contacts with distributors to secure and negotiate domestic and foreign distribution
for a film. Sometimes producer’s reps will not take on a film until after it has gained acceptance
to a festival, and in other cases they can secure distribution for a film prior to or independent of a
festival appearance. Once domestic distribution in all formats is secured via a film festival, a
producer’s rep, or both, the third step in attaining distribution will be to seek out a foreign sales
agent to license the film to any remaining foreign territories. The foreign sales agent may be
hired or referred by a producer’s rep and will attend various film markets throughout the year in
Europe, America, and elsewhere and license the film to distributors from certain foreign
territories. These distributors then pay an advance to the sales agent against which the agent
charges a 10%-25% fee, plus expenses, and remits the remaining portion to the producer. This,
again, is the most ideal circumstance of successful festival play.
Should top-tier festivals and producer’s reps not take an interest in INTERIOR, as is the case
with the vast majority of independent features, a second tier of festivals and approaches will be
utilized. However, as each subsequent set of options becomes eliminated, the prospects for
returning more than a film’s principal investment decrease. While INTERIOR is pursuing a
theatrical festival campaign, production will be preparing a binaural headphone mix for online
viewing.
If INTERIOR does not find domestic theatrical distribution, our next course of action is online
self-distribution. Now more than ever is this option cheap, available, and user-friendly. Websites
like distribber.com charge a fee to get independent films on VOD services like iTunes, Hulu, and
Netflix. Films like The Tunnel have made self-distribution into a monetary success, by offering
the film free on their site and selling DVD’s directly to the consumer with extra features. Again,

9

Dominic Patten & David Frankel, ‘Sundance 2011 Deal Scorecard’, http://www.thewrap.com/movies/article/sundance-2011-deal-

scorecard-24-films-sold-so-far-24262, Jan 2011
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this has also resulted in theatrical and cable deals. With the supremely low cost of the film,
return of investment is very attainable.
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Financial Plan
RISK STATEMENT
Movies are the most risky of assets. They are subject to production, distribution, companyspecific, and general economic risks that can vastly hamper the forecasting of their results. Risks
associated with INTERIOR include, but are not limited to, failure to complete production, failure
to achieve distribution, ineffective distribution of the movie by the distributor, a distributor of the
movie going bankrupt, extreme competition from other movies, failure of the public to accept the
movie, inability of management and other persons to guide the movie through the marketplace,
and general economic and market factors. When combined, these risks can drastically change the
actual results versus the forecasted results posited in this business plan. This list of risk factors is
by no means complete.
METHODS OF FINANCING
INTERIOR is budgeted at approximately $11,500. DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC
has already raised these funds through the crowdfunding platform Kickstarter without selling any
equity in the film or the company. However, once the film is completed, additional funds may be
required for finishing and festival costs, i.e. submission fees, travel costs, etc. There are a
number of different ways we plan to raise this money.
CROWD FUNDING
DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC will set up campaigns on one of the major crowd
funding websites, i.e. Kickstarter. DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC has successfully
raised the budget of $11,500 through such a campaign and is confident that a second campaign
will yield positive results.
FUNDRAISING SCREENINGS
INTERIOR has a rare asset in that there are two short films set within the world of this feature.
The prologue, entitled Séance, is currently playing the film festival circuit and has been very
well received, and its sequel, Where Is Alice?, has just successfully started screening at the same
fesitvals. Not only will we actively seek fundraising at these festivals, we will set up our own
screenings of the film, along with a brief presentation of what INTERIOR will be. If the film is in
completed form, we will have a fundraiser screening.
WEBSITE AND SOCIAL NETWORKING
INTERIOR will launch a website with a blog detailing the entire production of the film, with
photos, behind the scenes video, and camera tests. These will be very technical in nature and will
be a valuable asset to aspiring filmmakers and their market. Websites like cinema5d and
NoFilmSchool could post about the film, spreading the word. Not only will the site then link to
our current crowd campaign, but also there will be a link to direct donations through PayPal.
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Marketing Plan
INTERIOR is a micro-budget horror film produced by Digital Horror Productions
LLC. The film is scheduled to be festival-ready by the end of April 2014, though work
will continue on a binaural headphone mix over the summer. While the post-production
process is the most important part of any modern film, it is for nothing if the film does
not get seen. The production budget raised for INTERIOR was around $11,500, of which
we spent around $9,000 shooting the film and another $2000 on editing equipment. If
a marketing and distribution budget is about half the production budget, our budget
should be around $5000. We have about 100% of that amount raised, separate from our
original budget, through private family donations. This budget will be implemented into
the Marketing Plan’s three-stage approach: Online Marketing, Festival Submissions,
and finally, Freemium Distribution. The goal of this marketing plan, and of the film
itself, is not necessarily to make money, but to gain as many viewers of the final product
as possible.

MARKET ANALYSIS
The easiest kinds of films to guarantee an audience for are genre pictures.
According to data from the box office tracking website the-numbers.com, out of the
twelve movie genres during the release years of 2008-2011 inclusive, horror experienced
a 71% increase in ticket sales. In 2011, it comprised of 4.03% of the market share,
grossing $411 million. The most important aspect of that figure is that approximately
40% of that gross came from films that cost under $5 million. As a reference, the genre
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with the dominant market share, adventure, had >1% under $5 million. These numbers
illustrate a trend not only towards horror, but low-budget horror as well. That means
that even though INTERIOR features no name actors and is very character driven, its
market share does not shrink.
Of course, a film like INTERIOR would have to achieve theatrical distribution to
compare with the current advertised market numbers. Distributors like IFC Films,
Magnolia Pictures, and Drafthouse Film have had great success with dual theatrical and
Video-On-Demand (or VOD) releases, in which the films can be released in limited
release in certain areas as well as viewed at home via a number of platforms like iTunes
and VUDU. This is also known as “day-and-date releases.” Though VOD numbers are
not publicly reported like box office receipts, the very fact that the number of VOD films
has increased each year means it must be a highly successful mode of distribution. This
also shows that more and more people are watching low budget independent films at
home.
Of course, that market is dominated by distribution entities. In this new world of
marketing and distribution, it has become cheaper and easier to make your film,
distribute it yourself, and generate revenue from that product. The danger, of course,
lies in the fact that more people are doing this now, and the horror market has the
potential to be flooded by a sea of self-financed and distributed films. At the end of the
day, the most important aspect to stand out among the herd is the quality of the content
we are creating. It is our job to illustrate to the public what makes this project unique
and how effective it is at generating fear.
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ONLINE MARKETING
So far, INTERIOR has a launched a website (www.interiormovie.com), a
Facebook page (www.facebook.com/interiormovie) and a Twitter account
(#interiorhorror) with a corresponding Vine account. We are posting as much as we can,
but as we are still in the post-production stage, there is not enough to post about.
Instead, we've been posting about various horror news and topics from other websites.
As the film comes together, we are going to build a trailer and post clips, in full binaural
sound.
As of now, all of the marketing for the film is being done in-house, which includes
all artwork and media. The bulk of the campaign will commence after the film is
completed, as it is our belief that the market is saturated with projects that have already
been made, and we do not want to exhaust our target audience with something that has
yet to be completed. We will, however, create a trailer in the Summer 2014 to boost
interest nearer to completion. One of the most unique aspects of the film is its 3D
binaural soundtrack, which the trailer would showcase.

FESTIVAL SUBMISSIONS
It is true; the instances of submitting a film to a festival in order for buyers to see
and distribute it are getting more and more rare. However, this does not mean film
festivals are irrelevant. They can offer free press for the film, industry connections, and
sometimes even a large number of viewers. The goal of my festival strategy is not
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necessarily to "sell" the film, but to attach a sort of brand qualifier to the film. With all
the films in this saturated genre, an “official selection” from a prominent festival can do
wonders for the amount of exposure a film can get. As a veteran of a few high profile
festivals like Florida Film Festival and Fantastic Fest, this exposure allowed the views of
our short film Séance to skyrocket online, and allowed for numerous horror movie
websites to write about the film. In order to increase the chances of getting into one of
the more high profile festivals, the plan is to submit the film along with a separate short
film that is directly related to INTERIOR, entitled Where Is Alice? The hope is that one
of the projects makes it in, and if it is the short instead of the feature, we will use the
opportunity to network and give out free copies of the film. The standard festival entry
fee averages to around $50 for features and $30 for shorts. Half of our budget will go to
festival submissions, which is roughly $2500, or at least 20 submissions. Though our
goal is to submit to as many festivals as we can afford, below is a list of five high profile
festivals INTERIOR would benefit greatly from:

1. Fantastic Fest: This is one of the three most important genre festivals in
the world. It is held in Austin, TX and is covered by most of the major genre
websites around the world. There are also a number of filmmaker-centric
activities provided by the festival, which are great opportunities for
networking. Our short film Séance played at this festival in 2012.
2. Toronto After Dark: This is another one of the three most important,
showing more horror centric films from around the world. It is located in
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Toronto, CN and takes place within a month of Fantastic Fest and Fantasia
Festival, which would lead a wonderful surge of exposure for the film.
3. Fantasia Festival: Of the three most important genre festivals, this one has
the benefit of being the earliest. Held in Montreal, a lot of the films accepted
here are asked to participate in the other festivals. Both Fantastic Fest and
Toronto After Dark end up getting a lot of the films from this fest.
4. Screamfest LA: This festival has a lot going for it, the obvious being that it
takes place in LA. Unlike the other genre festivals, it also has a student
category, which increases the chances of the film being accepted. It is also the
festival that discovered Paranormal Activity, another micro-budget feature
that went on to become one of the most successful horror franchises of alltime.
5. Florida Film Festival: With this film being a Florida-based production as
well as a University of Central Florida graduate feature, this is the biggest
festival in the film’s hometown. Though not a genre festival, it does have
categories for Florida Filmmakers and Midnight Features. We have also had
our short film Séance play at this festival in 2012. Currently, another short
film, Where Is Alice?, has been selected to play in 2014.

FREEMIUM DISTRIBUTION
If the film ends up playing few festivals and getting no interest, we do not want to
try to put the film on any of the various VOD platforms. Instead, we will attempt a
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freemium model of distribution. The film The Tunnel is a good and successful example
of this, as they mounted an aggressive online campaign to all the high-traffic horror
websites and offered the film on their website for free as an HD version that could play
off a flash-drive on any Blu-ray player. When it came to getting viewers, the film was a
massive success, with 3 million downloads off the website alone. A website called VODO
handled the traffic and allowed people to legally torrent the film. But how did the film
do financially? To begin with, it was never the ambition to make a lot of money. Their
production company, Distracted Media, simply wanted to establish their brand and get
the filmmakers' names out there. Fortunately, they did end up making their money back
through theatrical and cable deals, though the specific amounts are undisclosed. The
filmmakers are shooting the sequel soon.
For INTERIOR, we believe this is the best model in an over-saturated market.
Films have to stand out, and having a binaural version for free online is, hopefully, an
offer the target audience cannot refuse. The website will then offer the theatrical version
as a Blu-ray with additional bonus material as we give the Binaural version away for
free. All this work will be done completely in house, including the production of the
media, as I am skilled at creating menu structures and covers for discs. The highest cost
would be getting them printed, though there are several local businesses in town that
would do this. That route could cost up to $3000 for 1000 discs. The cheaper alternative
might be buying our own duplicator/burner/printer for under $2000 and manufacture
the discs in house as well. If we begin selling too many to keep up with demand, that
would mean the film is highly successful and financially able to expand.
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CONCLUSION
The $5000 budget for our marketing plan will be divided into the three stages of
our approach. $2500 will go towards festival submissions, and any travel expenses will
come out of pocket. Approximately $2000 will go towards physical media in the form of
DVD’s and Blu-rays. The remaining amount, approximately $500, will go towards
website maintenance and online advertising. This marketing plan makes it possible for a
filmmaker to keep the creation of their work completely in house, from inception to
release.
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Complete Budget

The following pages represent the entire budget for INTERIOR, which chronicles
all of the production costs.
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Posters

Figure 1: One-sheet poster for INTERIOR.
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Figure 2: Alternative one-sheet poster for INTERIOR.
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Proof Of Funding

Figure 3: Screenshot of Kickstarter campaign homepage.
Source: Kickstarter.com
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1461041216/interior-a-terrifying-experience-inbinaural-horro
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Pitch Materials

Figure 4: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 1.

Figure 5: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 2.
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Figure 6: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 3.

Figure 7: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 4.
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Figure 8: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 5.

Figure 9: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 6.
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Figure 10: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 7.

Figure 11: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 8.
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Figure 12: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 9.

Figure 13: Keynote pitch presentation for investors, slide 10.
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Kickstarter Campaigns

The following description was written on the Kickstarter page for potential
backers to inform them about the project:

INTERIOR is a micro-budget horror feature set in a
haunted house over the course of one night with one
character as he records evidence of the paranormal.
Isolated inside a space with something that may or may not
be there, his cameras start capturing things beyond
comprehension. Is he the one behind the camera, or is
something else watching him?

ONE MAN. ONE NIGHT. ONE HAUNTED HOUSE.
Apart from scaring the bejesus out of you, the intention of
the film is to explore and dissect the digital image, using it
to create suspense and dread in ways unique to the format.
This project also has the distinction of being the FIRST
BINAURAL HORROR FEATURE EVER MADE.

Binaural recording is often referred to as 3-D Sound and
requires headphones, similar to how 3-D picture requires
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glasses. Using two microphones arranged like ears to
capture the psychoacoustics of an environment, it
convincingly reproduces the location of sound behind,
ahead, above, and wherever else the sound actually came
from during recording.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? A terrifying experience
unlike any other! Forget 5.1 Surround sound, this is a three
dimensional aural landscape. The goal is to isolate the
viewer just like the main character, enclose them in
headphones and make them believe the supernatural has
invaded their viewing space!

This is the debut feature from Zachary Beckler, a graduate
from the UCF Film program and current M.F.A. student.
His previous short film, Séance, is the prequel
to INTERIOR. It was also an official selection
of Fantastic Fest 2012, as well as the Florida Film
Festival, Charlotte Horrorfest, and a Jury Selection
Prize winner at the Brouhaha Film and Video
Showcase.
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The goal of $11,000 represents the entire shooting budget of
the film, from equipment, locations, talent, and initial postproduction costs. This is a micro-budget feature with
limited locations and characters. It will cost less than the
catering budget of most horror films, and is guaranteed to
be scarier! Don't take our word for it, though. Watch the
opening scene and judge for yourself...

The following was a list of Frequently Asked Questions about the project, which I
answered in the “F.A.Q.” section of the page:

WHY BINAURAL? There are two main reasons, an
aesthetic one and a practical one. Aesthetically, it creates an
isolating experience for the viewer, depriving them of the
world outside of the film, which puts them in the exact same
shoes as the main character. It also is so hyper-realistic that
it almost invades the audience's world outside of the film,
creating a much more unsettling experience. The practical
reason for binaural recording is that the world is changing
rapidly. More and more people are watching small first-run
films in the homes, on their computers, or through mobile
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devices. A majority of them already use headphones for
their film watching; why not make a film tailored to them
specifically? Not only that, but why not make a film that
works BETTER viewed in those environments? Not
everyone has a 7.1 setup.

DO YOU HAVE TO WEAR HEADPHONES THE
WHOLE TIME? Yes.

HOW WILL THIS PLAY IN THEATERS? If we do end
up getting theatrical distribution, which I do not rule out at
all, we will make a separate version for that exhibition
format, utilizing a more traditional stereo or 5.1
soundscape. But think about this... Remember when it was a
foreign concept to have to wear 3D Glasses for an entire
feature film? What happened? Somebody got it right and
now every big movie requires 3D. Wouldn't it be great to
walk into a movie theater and plug into a headphone jack
(or wirelessly if the technology keeps getting cheaper)?
Never having to worry about people talking through the
whole film?! All it takes is a film to do it first!
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IS THIS JUST A CHEAP GIMMICK? I see a gimmick
being something tacked onto a film that doesn't belong to
make it more interesting than it is. This is a film that is
being painstakingly planned from inception for this format.
It isn't even just a stylistic choice, as it is ingrained into the
meaning, purpose, and experience of the film. Also, it is just
f$%king scary!

Figure 14: Screenshot of Kickstarter funding progress graph.
Source: Kickstarter.com
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1461041216/interior-a-terrifying-experience-inbinaural-horro
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CHAPTER 3 : EVIDENCE OF PRODUCTION LITERACY
Production Literature Review
INTERIOR is a micro-budget horror film set during one night inside a haunted
house with one character. It is a classical narrative horror feature based on an original
screenplay written by the filmmaker. As a part of a genre tradition of low budget
affectivity, this project will utilize the constraints of the micro-budget paradigm as its
benefits. By creating rules and limitations for the production, image and sound, as well
as embracing and challenging the standards of production and post-production, this will
truly be a film and production of and beyond its time.

RULES & LIMITATIONS
Orson Welles famously said, “The enemy of art is the absence of limitations.”
(Squire, 54) For better or worse, we are approaching a time in filmmaking where all the
obstacles are simply directorial choices. Technology has come to a point where we can
literally do anything without constraints, financial or otherwise. The only limitation is
how well you know the computer program. Limitations are vital for artists, now more
than ever, either as a reaction against an establishment, or as a self-imposed set of
obstacles to focus the work. In 1995, Lars Von Trier and Thomas Vinterberg created the
“Dogme 95 Manifesto” and the “Vow of Chastity”, which was a list of rules that every
Dogme film had to conform. These rules included that filming must be done on location
without props brought in, sound must not be created separately from images, and that
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genre films were not acceptable, amongst other things (Langkjaer). This was intended as
an artistic movement from which a series of films would be made.
For INTERIOR, I do not want to create a movement. I want to create a singular
work with its own set of aesthetic limitations guided by the content of the narrative to
focus the filmmaking. In the screenwriting process, my limitations included that the
majority of the film had to be one character in one location. That helped center a work
that had always intended to be a supernatural horror film, a subgenre with a multitude
of paths to take. With limitless visual and sonic directions, I set out to make a series of
rules to guide the aesthetic of INTERIOR. These rules are specific to the film and its
content:

-

Once the character, Sam, enters the house within the narrative, the camera
cannot leave. Every shot must be interior.

-

This is a digital movie, and must have aesthetics unique to the form. We will
not attempt to emulate the aesthetics unique to film.

-

Neither ghost, Emily nor Alice, can be seen. If they are in the shot, they must
be out of focus or obstructed from view in some way.

-

We will not differentiate between musical score and sound design.

PRODUCTION
The film was shot over the course of two weeks with a minimal crew, given the
intimate nature of project as well as the ultra-low budget of $11,500. I took on as many
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titles as necessary (director, producer, editor, writer), and aside from the key technical
departments (image and sound), employed a group of “multi-hyphenate” film students
and friends as opposed to hiring crew for specific roles, like a gaffer or camera operator.
The reason is to be surrounded by people passionate about the project, not workers
doing a single task. For this project, it was best to keep the crew small and engaged by
giving them more than one job to do over the course of the shoot. I had two part-time
producers, which is one of the biggest regrets I had on set. The role of first assistant
director morphed into one of a line producer on set. In the future, I will have a dedicated
full-time producer on set, something filmmaker Shane Carruth has said he wished he
had on his first film, Primer:

“I was securing locations and wardrobe and making sure people get called to
show up on time and getting the film to the lab and getting the camera, and all
this stuff that I'm happy to do, but if I'm doing every little thing, I'm not
concentrating on my story.” (Mitchell).

There were only three locations in the original script, two of which appeared only
briefly and were subsequently cut from the final film. The main location was a rental
house in which the entire film ultimately took place. It was fully furnished, except for a
few production design tweaks, and we had full access during the shooting schedule.
Using one location and one actor allowed us to shoot the film mostly chronologically.
Steven Spielberg also did this with E.T., which created a continuity of emotion for the
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actor and the film itself (Brode, 120). Though the structure of the screenplay did not
change, the events within that structure, be it the dialogue or the actions, were still
subject to organic change, similar to the freedom of Gareth Edwards’ Monsters. He used
a basic outline for each scene, and adjusted it depending on the location they chose that
day (Atkinson, 32). The reason for this is to embrace the unpredictability of the shoot.
With more resources, we would simply build a house on a soundstage to the exact
specifications of the script. This script was written with a loose idea (“One Man. One
Night. One Haunted House.”) that could morph and shift within the reality of the
shooting situation. With the film being shot chronologically, we were basically
witnessing the events of the narrative in order, albeit in extremely slow motion. This
also allowed for organic changes and new ideas to flourish

WORKFLOW
The most important aspect of modern production, and the one that informs all
others, is the workflow. It is a term used to describe the series of processes a production
uses to organize digital information into editable and viewable material. With digital
cinema, the workflow has taken on a new level of importance, as the visual material is
now created, in part, during the post-production process. Instead of simply putting a
captured image into the context of a scene through editing, the image is formed after it
is edited into the project. In Ignatiy Vishnevetsky’s article, "What Is the 21st Century?:
Revising the Dictionary", he discusses this shift in the industry:
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“Whereas film stocks are prized for their distinctive characters, production-grade
digital formats are prized for their range—their ability to produce many different
images from the same information… they record massive amounts of visual data
which can then be used to produce images.” (Vishnevetsky)

That is not to say that the entire image is created on a computer, as there are
certain formative qualities of light that cannot be affected, such as direction, whether
the light is diffuse or specular, as well as basic aspects of the frame, like performance
and set design. There are, however, many comparative qualities like color temperature,
brightness and contrast, and even the movement of the camera that can be corrected or
created within the workflow, instead of being solely captured on set. For example, David
Fincher’s The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo was shot on the RED Epic in a 5K (5120 x
2700) resolution (Figure 15). It was then edited in a 4K (4096 x 2160) resolution. This
gave him 20% “pad” around the image in which he could reframe, stabilize, or create
camera pans with keyframe animation. This is also known as the “look-around” (Cioni).
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Figure 15: Graphical comparison of various digital resolutions.

In any discussion of workflow, it is important to know exactly how you want to
make the film, and what equipment will facilitate that. Having a concentration in postproduction, I prefer to do as much after production as possible, where time is not as
limited and ideas flow more freely. This would turn out to be a film so dependent on
sound design that the on set silence left too much to the imagination. The equipment
used was chosen not just for its availability and affordability, but for its flexibility as
well. Sadly, a 4K resolution was out of our budget, which we would have edited in 2K for
a 50% look-around. Instead, we embraced the digital aesthetic and made the downgrade
in image quality for digital zooms and moves part of the visual theme for the film.
The hope was to picture-lock early, because the bulk of the post-production
process would be in the sound design, visual effects, and color correction. I did all of the
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visual effects work, which was a daunting task simply because I had barely ever worked
in After Effects before and this film ended up having over 250 visual effects shots. I was
confident I could learn, though, and if I could not, then I really did not have any
business making the kinds of films I wanted to make. Though I am well-versed in color
correction and sound design, I decided to employ third parties for those departments
simply for time constraints. Just as on set, I felt image and sound needed dedicated
people with skills the far surpassed my own. The other benefit was I could be working
concurrently with both departments this way, as opposed to doing one pass at a time all
by myself. It was important to picture lock because each department had to be working
with the same material in order for the elements to sync up at the end of the schedule.
Shooting with S-Log required that every shot be color corrected. Every screen, whether
on a computer, television, or iPad, was filmed blank and had to be inserted via visual
effects. Using a similar pipeline as the film Monsters, I was editing and compositing
using Adobe CS6. Gareth Edwards explains:

“[Adobe] Premiere has this very good integration with After Effects where [the
editor] could edit a scene on his machine and, when I was networked to him, I
could open the same project in After Effects, work on it and then send it back to
the timeline in Premiere.” (Silberg, 22)

The Adobe Creative Suite allowed us to have a consistent workflow between
visual effects and picture editing. However, sound design and color correction were
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completed with third party software that the designer and colorist were comfortable
with, Cubase and DaVinci Resolve, respectively.

IMAGE
INTERIOR was shot on a Sony PMW-F3, a Canon EOS 7D, a Canon XA-10 and
four GoPro HD Hero 3 cameras. All seven cameras recorded images at a 1080p
resolution. The F3 was our “A” camera, which shot on an S-Log picture profile that
changes the gamma curve from 11 to 14 stops of latitude, which is comparable to the
dynamic range of film (Bloom). Dynamic range and latitude refer to the ratio between
the largest and smallest values of light, specifically the highlights and shadows. A
picture profile like S-Log produces a flat, washed-out image with more visual
information, somewhat like a camera negative. That image is then used to create the
final image in post. Instead of recording to onboard “SxS” cards, which recorded at a
maximum bitrate of approximately 35 megabits per second (mbps), video was recorded
to an external KiPro Mini in an Apple ProRes 422 HQ codec, which has a 176 mbps
bitrate and a 10-bit color space. The Canon 7D, as well as the GoPro Hero 3’s, recorded
to their own respective “log” profiles, which were Technicolor Cinestyle and Protune.
S-Log stands for Sony Log, but it really has to do with exposure, specifically
logarithmic exposure. Densitometry, the scientific analysis of exposure, states that when
a higher concentration of light hits an area of a filmstrip, there is a higher density of
silver opaque atoms in the emulsion. Conversely, less light causes a lower density. This
combination creates a contrast of highlights and shadows, and from that, we perceive an
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image (Brown). Log stands for logarithm, because the filmstrip responds to light
logarithmically, as does the human eye. This means we see each doubling of light
intensity as equal changes, like stops of exposure. Below is a graph (Figure 16), in which
the X-axis represents an increase in exposure, or light. The Y-axis represents the density
in the negative. In theory, there should be a linear correspondence between the two
values, meaning for every one unit of exposure, there should be an equal unit of density,
and the slope of that line would be a measure of how much contrast is in the image, also
known as the gamma.

Figure 16: Graphical example of linear exposure.
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Film, however, is a physical material, and reacts logarithmically to light. Digital
reacts in a linear fashion, and instead of an increase in density, there is an increase in
pixel value, a measure of how bright a pixel is, as well as what color it should be.
Depending on the bit depth of the image, the values can be in larger or smaller
increments. With an 8-bit depth, which is what most h.264 footage like the DSLR and
the GoPro is captured in, there are 256 different pixel values in both luminance and
color (Figure 17). With 10-bit depth, like the ProRes captured Sony F3 footage, that
number jumps to 1024 pixel values, leading to more intricate luminance and color
gradients (Figure 18). In basic terms, the higher your bit depth, the more pixel values
there are to work with.

Figure 17: Example of 8-bit color depth.
Source: Cambridge In Colour
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/bit-depth.htm
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Figure 18: Example of 8-bit color depth.
Source: Cambridge In Colour
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/bit-depth.htm

Bit depth limitations can have drastic effects on the entire post-production
process. In a professional workflow, 8-bit DSLR footage goes through a series of
processes to remove the digital artifacts inherent in its capture. First, the footage
“denoised,” a process that removes any digital noise or compression artifacts. This
digital noise reduction (DNR) effectively smears out and blurs a lot of the fine details.
After this, the footage is dithered, which adds noise back into the footage at a much finer
and detailed level. Dithering also gets spreads out color banding, in which gradients of
color appear in “bands” of brightness (Figure 5). Finally, it is transcoded into a 10-bit
depth codec, like ProRes 422, and is then ready for color correction, followed by export.
These advanced clean up methods are vital because a movie is not simply made for one
viewing environment. Cinema projectors have a much greater color depth than any
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television or computer monitor has ever had, and if 8-bit footage is played in that
setting, all of its flaws will stand out.

Figure 19: Example of dithering an 8-bit color depth image.
Source: Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dither
With that knowledge, the importance of the gamma curve is not limited to
capture. Televisions and monitors exist in a Rec 709 gamma curve, which is a legacy
standard that has around a 7-stop exposure range, almost half of what the Sony F3 with
S-Log is actually capable of capturing (Chapman). If we break the process of digital
imaging into four stages, exposure, capture, adjustment, and export, we can better
illustrate exactly what is happening to the footage and why Log is important. The actual
camera consists of three basic parts; the lens, the sensor, and the encoder. Exposure
specifically deals with what happens in the sensor, where light triggers electrical signals
that the computer samples into digital information during capture. The sensor of the
camera can see a great deal more than what actually gets captured, but the computer has
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to encode and compress the information for storage, which removes some of that data,
especially if you are capturing in Rec 709. That standard gamma curve is very limited,
and much of that exposed latitude is lost. Shooting in S-Log allows that information to
be saved through a series of complex algorithms that manage to bend the gamma curve
and allow that extra information to be stored within the limitations of Rec 709 (Figure
6). This produces a flat, greyed out image in which the highlights are dimmed and the
shadows are muddled. This is because the gamma curve is reassigning values. For
instance, a highlight value of 150% could be reassigned to 100%. Conversely, a shadow
value of -25% could now be 0%. This shifts the entire look of the image when played
back on a Rec 709 monitor, which then has to be adjusted in post-production. Because
celluloid is both a capture and storage medium, film does not have to go through these
extra post processes once it is developed. This is the key difference between film and
digital cameras.
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Figure 20: Graphical comparison of Rec 709 and S-Log gamma curves.
Bringing the digital footage into the adjustment stage can mean applying an onset LUT (look-up table), or doing color correction in post, which we did for our
workflow. In an editing program, we are presented with a linear curve with which to
make adjustments. To correct the footage, we create an “s-curve,” which looks exactly
how it sounds. The highlights are pushed out, because we know from the reassigned
values that we can actually increase their pixel values, and the shadows are pulled down,
or crushed, because we know the pixel values can be lower (Figure 21). By affecting the
middle of the “s,” or the midtones, we affect the contrast of the image, the range
between the brightest and darkest part of the frame. Once we have a desired look in the
Rec 709 gamma, it is then exported, with the adjustment essentially burned into a new
video file. If we then tried to correct this new file, we would find that all the extra visual
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information from the original Log-captured footage would be gone forever, which is
essentially what you are doing if you record the footage directly to the standard Rec 709
gamma. In short, logarithmic exposure allows for more visual information to be
captured, thereby allowing more latitude in post-production.

Figure 21: Example of the effect of S-Log and S-Curve correction.
On set, production time was dedicated to capturing footage, and backing it up on
hard drives, as there was not a lot of time after shoot days to sound sync and edit scenes.
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Having several cameras on set, the movie was captured onto a variety of different media.
The Sony F3 and the Canon 7D both used Compact Flash cards, while the XA-10 used
Secure Disk, or SD cards. And the GoPro’s used Micro-SD cards. In order to make sense
of this, each camera was assigned a letter, and every time a card was full, it was off
loaded to our main work drive, a G-Tech G-Speed Q Raid 5 with four 1 terabyte drives
working in unison, giving us a total of 3Tb of storage, with 1Tb dedicated to redundancy.
After it was transferred, a disk image was made for each offload, so a virtual version of
that card at that time with that footage could exist forever, even after the card was wiped
and reused. The disk images were then stored on a separate hard drive for additional
redundancy. Each disk image was assigned a letter, depending on what camera it came
from, and the offload number. This system worked fluidly, as we never lost track of
footage, and had extra copies of everything.

SOUND
Binaural sound will play an important role in the tone of the film. The goal is to
make the audience feel like the supernatural events happening on screen are happening
in the environment in which they are watching the film. When there are footsteps on the
ceiling in the film, it will sound like footsteps in the viewers’ house. This film has little
dialogue, so most of the effects and design will be done after production wraps. During
the shoot, we attached a lavalier microphone to the main actor to get clean dialogue and
then set up a binaural rig as a boom microphone to capture room ambiance and
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psychoacoustics, a method similarly used on the only other feature film to use binaural
sound, Bad Boy Bubby.

“Combined with a microphone on the camera, this system gives the postproduction sound team many exciting options to use in the final sound edit… The
system allowed the sound team to create a rich tapestry of sound that would have
cost thousands of dollars in post-production studio time to create otherwise”
(Hope)

Of course, the bulk of the binaural work will be completed in the summer of 2014.
In the meantime, we felt it would be easier to first create the theatrical mix and then
post-convert it to 3D sound. The entire feature was assembled within a single sequence,
instead of being broken up into reels. On the film Hemingway & Gellhorn, editor Walter
Murch edited the feature within a single timeline, and went so far as exporting it to
Skywalker Sound as one Final Cut Pro sequence into Pro Tools. He also created an
organizational method for the audio tracks that we utilized on this film, with some
unique changes. The first two tracks were dedicated to scratch audio recorded with the
microphones built into each camera. These tracks were kept mute for most of the time.
The next two tracks were dedicated to the on-set binaural boom recording for each take.
Because we eventually needed to create two unique sound mixes, a theatrical mix and a
binaural headphone mix, it was important to have the binaural recording linked to the
edits we were making during assembly. The next five tracks were dedicated to the
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lavalier microphones for each actor. There were a total of five speaking roles in the film,
and each character got their own mono track. This makes it easier to apply effects and
equalization to entire tracks that might not work on other actors’ voices. These nine
tracks were linked together on the timeline, so any cut made to the picture translated to
every track of production sound. The next four tracks were dedicated to mono sound
effects. These types sound effects apply to sounds happening on screen, like foley or
anything the actor is handling. They have to be mono because all production sound is
captured with mono microphones, and any sound effect onscreen must match the
dialogue sonically. The next eight tracks were assigned to four pairs of stereo sound
effects, which apply to things that happen off screen. This could be loud crashes, bangs,
or ambience tracks. The final eight tracks were dedicated to four pairs of stereo music.
Two pairs were devoted to diegetic music, which means music played within the world
of the film. The other two pairs were devoted to non-diegetic music, like score.
On most films, the sound and music departments are separate entities, working
concurrently most of the time. The sound department usually involves dialogue editing,
foley recording, ADR recording, and sound design, all working separately. The music
department consists of the composer, music supervisor and the music editor, to name a
few. Once these departments have completed and pre-mixed their work, it is all sent to
the “Final Mix,” where re-recording mixers combine all of these elements into the final
soundtrack of the film. We did not have the luxury of a professional industrial sound
mix, which became a kind of luxury in and of itself. All of the departments were divided
between two people, our sound designer Justin Beckler and myself, which we turned
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into one organic process. The soundtrack was no longer comprised of separate elements
created one pass at a time. Each scene and moment was judged by exactly what it
needed to exist. The entire sound design process became the final mix. For example,
there is a scene halfway through the film in which our main character is confronted with
an evil force he cannot see. This had to be created entirely with sound design. At one
point, he runs across the room to get closer to it, and we had to ratchet up the tension
sonically. I felt there needed to be a rhythmic pulsing sound on the soundtrack, so
Justin simply played a single note pulse on a bass guitar. This technically turned a
musical instrument into a sound effect, effectively blurring the invisible line between
sound design and music. The entire process opened up a world of possibilities, and also
allowed us to really shape the film tonally before diving into the binaural mix this
summer.

CONCLUSION
INTERIOR is a film that not only explores the culture of modern filmmaking, but
one that creates its own unique and flexible methods of production appropriate to the
aesthetics of the form and the meaning of its content. Workflow need not be relegated to
technicians. A healthy understanding of the tools and processes at a filmmaker’s
disposal can lead to new creativity and even change the way art is made. In a world
where the availability of technology is leading more and more filmmakers to make their
own films outside the industrial system, it is important that we create our own path, but
only if we know what the tools do and why they do it. Every great film that has ever been
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made is a perfect marriage of form and content, and as upcoming filmmakers trying to
make a name for ourselves, we can no longer afford to be amateur in that regard.
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Shooting Schedule
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Completion Timeline

Spring 2013
-

TRB

-

Casting

-

Assemble crew

-

Location Scout

April 2013
-

Pre-Shoot (Schrodinger’s Cat Video)

June 2013
-

Principle Photography

October 2013
-

First Cut Completed

-

Committee Screening

January 2014
-

Picture Lock

-

Post-Production Finishing Begins
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February 2014
-

Private Online Screening for Committee

-

Sound Design begins

March 2014
-

ETD Cut with Work-in-progress Sound and Color Correction

-

Visual Effects completed

-

ETD

April 2014
-

First Public Screening at with completed Theatrical Sound Mix for UCF

-

First-tier Festival Submissions

-

Private Online Screening for Investors

May 2014
-

Graduation

-

Binaural Sound Mix begins

Summer 2014
-

Await festival response

-

Submit to second tier festivals

-

Complete Binaural Mix
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-

Create Binaural and Theatrical Trailer and distribute it to horror websites.

-

Create press release for Trailer.

Fall 2014
-

If no major festival response, set up a “freemium” distribution on website

-

Create content for DVD and BluRay release via website

-

Create press release for “freemium” launch.
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Crew Lists
1. Director, Writer, Producer, Editor, Visual Effects: Zachary Beckler
2. Producer: Susan Williams
3. Co-Producer: Christopher Carullo, Charles Sutter
4. Director of Photography: Jon Arthur Bowen
5. Sound Design, Music: Justin Beckler
6. Sound Mixer: Jennifer Xinyue Zhang
7. 1st Assistant Director: Lacie Ratliff
8. Gaffer: Mike Collins
9. 1st Assistant Camera: Jon Perez
10. 2nd Assistant Camera: Yson Lorane Dickerson
11. Art Director: Miranda Williams
12. Key Grip: Orlando Porro
13. Best Boy: Kevin Levy
14. Electrician: Cornelius O’Donoghue
15. Best Boy Grip: Marcel Urena
16. Gaffer (Additional Photography): Hayden Griewe
17. Grip, BTS (AP): Jessica Keller
18. Creature Design: Evan Miga, Christie Miga
19. Boom Operator: Leland Gorlin, Wesley Johnson, Krista Martin
20. Production Assistant: Alexander Blair
21. Craft Services: Julie Beckler
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Location Lists
1. House: 1105 Winding Water Way, Clermont, FL 34714
2. Dark Room: Soundstage, Center for Emerging Media, University of Central
Florida
3. Schrödinger’s Cat Video: Soundstage, Nicholson School of Communications,
University of Central Florida
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LLC Documentation

Figure 22: Articles of Organization for Digital Horror Productions LLC.
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State of Florida
Department of State
I certify from the records of this office that DIGITAL HORROR
PRODUCTIONS LLC is a limited liability company organized under
the laws of the State of Florida, filed on September 5, 2012, effective
September 5, 2012.
The document
L12000114002.

number

of

this

limited

liability

company

is

I further certify that said limited liability company has paid all fees due
this office through December 31, 2012, and its status is active.
I further certify that said limited liability company has not filed Articles
of Dissolution.

Given under my hand and the Great Seal of
Florida, at Tallahassee, the Capital, this the Tenth
day of September, 2012

Authentication ID: 000239427330-091012-L12000114002
To authenticate this certificate,visit the following site, enter this
ID, and then follow the instructions displayed.

https://efile.sunbiz.org/certauthver.html

Figure 23: Certificate of Status for Digital Horror Productions LLC.
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Figure 24: EIN Confirmation for Digital Horror Productions LLC.
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APPENDIX A: CALL SHEETS

The following are the call sheets for every day of production. The complete call
sheets are included for the first and last days of shooting, and the top sheet for every day
in between.
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Day 1

DAY/DATE: Saturday, June 1st 2013
PRODUCTION DAY:

CREW CALL: 9:00 AM

CALL SHEET

1 OF 12

I"N"T"E"R"I"O"R!

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 10:00 AM

LUNCH: 1:00 PM

1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:30 AM SUNSET: 8:20 PM MOON PHASE: Waning Crescent
WEATHER: H: 87 L: 73, 40% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day:

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Description

D/N

Doorway
Living Room
Living Room
Kitchen
Child’s Bedroom
Allison’s Bedroom

26
27
28
29
30
31

Door slams behind Sam
Sam on Youtube.
Sam on phone/camera moves
Sam finds knife on floor
Sam finds creepy drawings
Sam finds drugs

D
D
D
D
D
D

I/E
I
I
I
I
I
I

Cast
#
1
1
1
1
1
1

Page
Count
1/8
7/8
1 4/8
1/8
6/8
5/8

Time Needed to
Shoot
1:30
0:30
0:45
0:15
0:30
0:30

Set Location

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 6 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 4***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1
2
3
4

Sam
Allison
Drake
Danyl

Christopher Carullo
Piper Patterson
Shannon Wamser
Autumn Rae

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
9:00 AM
-

Into
Wardrobe
10:00 AM
-

Into
Make-Up
10:00 AM
-

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

Notes

10:00 AM
-

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:

Decorative box, box labeled Halloween, Halloween decorations, candy, underwear (male and female)
Equipment bag, iPad, computer, computer bag, pelican case, H4n, microphones (3), tripod, DSLR camera, phone, food for fridge, knife block, child
drawings, colored pencils, Bible, baggy of weed, sexy Freddy Krueger costume, grim reaper’s cloak, computer chair, go pro

Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I/
E

Cast

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

“INTERIOR”
Department/ Position
Production

Name

Phone #

Director
Producer
Producer

Zachary Beckler
Susan Williams
Christopher Carullo

727.254.2608
407.616.0569
912.230.5013

DAY 1 OF 12
CREW CALLS
Call
Department/Position
Lighting
9:00 AM
9:00 AM

Gaffer
Electrician
Electrician

06/01/2013
Name

Phone #

Call

Mike Collins

817.905.7554

9:00 AM

Jennifer Zhang

407.712.0638

9:00 AM

Kelly Zak

813.957.5367

9:00 AM

Grip
1 Assistant Director

Lacie Ratliff

352.615.9696

9:00 AM

Production Assistant

Wesley Johnson

203.524.2013

9:00 AM

st

Key Grip
Dolly Grip
Grip
Grip

Sound
Mixer
Boom Op

Script Supervisor

Makeup/Wardrobe
Locations

Makeup Artist
Costumer

Location Manager

Catering/Craft Service

Camera
Director of Photography
1st Assistant Camera
2nd Assistant Camera/DAM

Craft Service
Jonathon Bowen
Jon Perez
Yson Dickerson

407.924.3032
407-583-7093
863.258.6130

9:00 AM
9:00 AM
9:00 AM

Miranda Williams

407.454.1985

9:00 AM

Art
Production Designer
Art Department

Lunch Wrangler
MEALS:

Breakfast: Having Had
Lunch: time 1:00pm for 12 people

LOCATION MAP & DIRECTIONS
TO LOCATION FROM PRODUCTION OFFICE

Directions to
From the Production Office:

Directions to

_________________________________________
Director

_______________________________________
Producer
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Day 2

DAY/DATE: Sunday, June 2nd 2013
PRODUCTION DAY:

CREW CALL: 9:00 AM

CALL SHEET

2 OF 12

I NT E RI OR

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler
1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:30 AM SUNSET: 8:21 PM
WEATHER: H: 89 L: 73, 30% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 10:00 AM

LUNCH: 1:00 PM

MOON PHASE: Waning Crescent

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Description

D/N

Allison’s Bedroom
Living Room
Living Room
Dining Room
Dining Room
Living Room
Stairs
Child’s Bedroom
Allison’s Bedroom
Stairs
Living Room
Dining Room
Kitchen
Allison’s Bedroom
Allison’s Bedroom

31
32
42
43
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
44
45
46

Sam finds drugs
Sam posts to Facebook
Sam sequences the images
Sam repositions a camera
Sam decides to take pictures
Sam photographs the living room
Sam photographs the stairs
Sam photographs Danyl’s room
Sam photographs Allison’s room
Sam photographs the stairs
Sam photographs the living room
Sam is back where he started
Sam tries to make coffee
Sam sees a face on the ceiling
Sam wakes up and finds cat tee.

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
N

I/E

Cast
#
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Page
Count
5/8
2/8
6/8
2/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
4/8
3/8

Time Needed to
Shoot
1:35
0:30
1:15
0:30
0:50

Set Location

0:50

0:30
1:50
1:00

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 15 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 3 7/8***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1
2
3
4

Sam
Allison
Drake
Danyl

Christopher Carullo
Piper Patterson
Shannon Wamser
Autumn Rae

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location

Into Wardrobe

Into
Make-Up

Ready on Set

-

-

-

CALL
TIME:

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

Picture frames with family pictures
Flashlight, DSLR camera, eye patch, Macbook pro, iPad, memory card, coffee maker, coffee cups, picture frame, joint, cellphone, Schrödinger’s cat shirt

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I/E

Cast

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

Day 3

DAY/DATE: Monday, June 3rd 2013
PRODUCTION DAY:

CREW CALL: 12:00 PM

CALL SHEET

3 OF 12

I NT E RI OR

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 1:00 PM

LUNCH: 6:00 PM

1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:29 AM SUNSET: 8:21 PM MOON PHASE: Waning Crescent
WEATHER: H: 85 L: 72, 60% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day: “Where the fuck is the quote of the day?!?!?” – Cornelius Michael O’Donoghue

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Description

D/N

Living Room
Living Room
Living Room
Living Room
Allison’s Bedroom
Allison’s Bedroom
Allison’s Bedroom
Kitchen
Kitchen
Kitchen

47
49
51
57
50
53
55
52
54
56

Sam goes on YouTube
Sam moves camera
Sam goes through movies
Sam updates status
Sam closes the drawer
Sam takes camera from drawer
Sam notices the drawer is open
Sam spills coffee on his shirt
Sam moves camera to kitchen
Sam finds spinning knife

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

I/E
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Cast
#
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Page
Count
2/8
1/8
3/8
2/8
1/8
2/8
2/8
2/8
1/8
1/8

Time Needed to
Shoot
1:45

Set Location

1:20
0:55
0:30
0:50
0:30
1:10
0:30
0:30

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 10 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 2 1/8***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1

Sam

Christopher Carullo

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
12:00 PM

Into
Wardrobe
1:00 PM

Into
Make-Up
1:00 PM

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

1:00 PM

W

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

iPad, computer, camera, DVDs, copy of Sam’s film, knife, coffee cup, cream, sugar, sweater, jeans

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I/
E

Cast

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

Day 4

DAY/DATE: Tuesday, June 4th 2013
PRODUCTION DAY:

CREW CALL: 12:00 PM

CALL SHEET

4 OF 12

I NT E RI OR

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 1:00 PM

LUNCH: 6:00 PM

1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:29 AM SUNSET: 8:21 PM MOON PHASE: Waning Crescent
WEATHER: H: 84 L: 71, 80% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day: “No one puts Emily in the corner” – Yson Dickerson

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Description

Allison’s Bedroom
Living Room
Living Room
Living Room

59
58
60
61

Emily fucks with Sam via drawer
Sam talks to Allison on phone
Sam catches Emily on camera
Sam calls for pizza

D/
N
N
N
N
N

I/E
I
I
I
I

Cast
#
1
1
1
1

Page
Count
1/8
4 3/8
1 1/8
2/8

Time Needed to
Shoot
1:15
2:10
2:10
0:25

Set Location

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 4 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 5 7/8***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1

Sam

Christopher Carullo

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
12:00 PM

Into
Wardrobe
1:00 PM

Into
Make-Up
1:00 PM

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

1:00 PM

W

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I/
E

Cast

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

Day 5

DAY/DATE: Tuesday, June 5th 2013
PRODUCTION DAY:

CREW CALL: 12:00 PM

CALL SHEET

5 OF 12

I NT E RI OR

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 1:00 PM

LUNCH: 6:00 PM

1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:29 AM SUNSET: 8:22 PM MOON PHASE: Waning Crescent
WEATHER: H: 84 L: 72, 60% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day: “I don’t always smoke weed, but when I do, it’s sex weed.” – Jon Perez

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Living Room
Living Room
Kitchen
Bathroom
Living Room

64
65
66
62
63

Description
Sam hangs with pizza man
Sam sees blood on knife
Sam hides from Alice
Sam updates facebook
Sam invites pizza man in

D/
N
N
N
N
N
N

I/E

Cast
#

I
I
I
I
I

1
1
1
1
1

Page
Count
2 3/8
5/8
1 2/8
3/8
1 3/8

Time Needed to
Shoot

Set Location

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 5 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 6 ***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1

Sam

Christopher Carullo

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
12:00 PM

Into
Wardrobe
1:00 PM

Into
Make-Up
1:00 PM

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

1:00 PM

W

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

Joint, Laptop, pizza box, 20 dollar bill, DSLR, broken doorlnob, knife

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I/
E

Cast

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 5 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 6 ***
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Time

Set Location

Day 6

DAY/DATE: Thursday, June 6th 2013

CREW CALL: 12:00 PM

CALL SHEET

PRODUCTION DAY: 6 OF 12

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 1:00 PM

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

I NT E RI OR

1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:29 AM SUNSET: 8:22 PM MOON PHASE: Waning Crescent
WEATHER: H: 82 L: 75, 90% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

LUNCH: 6:00 PM

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day: “

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Living Room

67

Description
Sam sees woman, talks to Allison

D/
N
N

I/
E
I

Cast
#

Page
Count
6

Time Needed to
Shoot
9:00

Set Location

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 1 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 6 ***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1

Sam

Christopher Carullo

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
12:00 PM

Into
Wardrobe
1:00 PM

Into
Make-Up
1:00 PM

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

1:00 PM

W

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

Flash card, computer, phone, voice recorder, DSLR, card reader

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I/
E

Cast

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

Day 7

DAY/DATE: Saturday, June 8th 2013

CREW CALL: 7:30 AM

CALL SHEET

PRODUCTION DAY: 7 OF 12

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 9:00 AM

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

I NT E r i OR

1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:29 AM SUNSET: 8:23 PM MOON PHASE: New
WEATHER: H: 87 L: 73, 50% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

LUNCH: 1:00 PM

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day:

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Allison’s Bedroom
Various
Allison’s Bedroom
Living Room
The House
The House

17
1
2
20
10
21

Description
Danyl wakes up parents
Emily walking around house
Danyl sees Emily
Sam talks with Danyl
Sam arrives at house
Allison, Drake, & Danyl leave

D/
N
N
D
D
D
D
D

I/
E
I
I
I
I
E
E

Cast
#
2, 3, 4
2, 4
1, 2, 4
1, 2, 3
1,2,3,4

Page
Count
2/8
2/8
1 5/8
2 6/8
1 5/8
1 6/8

Time Needed to
Shoot
1:30
2:00
2:30
1:30
1:30

Notes

Must be at Magic Hour

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 6 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 8 2/8 ***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1
2
3
4

Sam
Allison
Drake
Danyl

Christopher Carullo
Piper Patterson
Shannon Wamser
Autumn Rae Shannon

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
1:00 PM
8:00 AM

Into
Wardrobe
8:30 AM
9:30 AM
1:30 PM
8:30 AM

Into
Make-Up
8:30 AM
9:30 AM
1:30 PM
8:30 AM

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

9:00 AM
10:00 AM
2:00 PM
9:00 AM

W
W
W
W

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

Boxes, books, marionette doll, GoPro

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I Cast
/
E

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

Day 8

DAY/DATE: Sunday, June 9th 2013

CREW CALL: 8:00 AM

CALL SHEET

PRODUCTION DAY: 8 OF 12

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 9:00 AM

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

i NT E r I OR

1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:29 AM SUNSET: 8:24 PM MOON PHASE: Waxing Cresent
WEATHER: H: 90 L: 73, 50% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

LUNCH: 1:00 PM

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day:

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

The House
The House
Allison’s Bedroom
Child’s Bedroom
Kitchen
Doorway

10
21
15
13
14
89

Description
Sam arrives at house
Allison, Drake, & Danyl leave
Drake and Sam talk about Allison
Sam and Allison talk about Danyl
Allison tells Sam about kitchen
Allison returns home

D/
N
D
D
D
D
D
D

I/
E
E
E
I
I
I
I

Cast
#
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2
1, 2
2

Page
Count
1 5/8
1 6/8
2 4/8
3/8
3/8
1 1/8

Time Needed to
Shoot

Notes

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 6 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 7 6/8***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1
2
3

Sam
Allison
Drake

Christopher Carullo
Piper Patterson
Shannon Wamser

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM

Into
Wardrobe
8:30 AM
8:30 AM
8:30 AM

Into
Make-Up
8:30 AM
8:30 AM
8:30 AM

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

9:00 AM
9:00 AM
9:00 AM

W
W
W

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

Cell phone, suitcases, letter, GoPro,

Car

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I Cast
/
E

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

Day 9

DAY/DATE: Monday, June 10th 2013

CREW CALL: 12:00 PM

CALL SHEET

PRODUCTION DAY: 9 OF 12

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 1:00 PM

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

i NT E r I OR

1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:29 AM SUNSET: 8:24 PM MOON PHASE: Waxing Cresent
WEATHER: H: 90 L: 73, 40% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

LUNCH: 6:00 PM

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day: “Should someone swap with Orlando?” “Nah, he’s got some water.”

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Child’s Bedroom
Living Room
Child’s Bedroom
Living Room
Living Room
Living Room

69
70
71
72
74
75

Description
Sam runs to Danyl’s room
Sam notices the unhooked wires
Sam finds GoPro
Sam finds GoPro footage
Sam’s camera’s break
Sam finds another broken camera

D/
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

I/
E
I
I
I
I
I
I

Cast
#
1
1
1
1
1
1

Page
Count
1/8
2/8
2/8
1 1/8
1 4/8
1/8

Time Needed to
Shoot
0:40
0:50
0:50
1:30
2:00
0:50

Notes

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 6 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 4 3/8***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1

Sam

Christopher Carullo

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
12:00 PM

Into
Wardrobe
12:30 PM

Into
Make-Up
12:30 PM

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

1:00 PM

W

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

MacBook, iPad, hard drive, lens box, Canon 5d Mark II kit, GoPros, broken SD card

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I Cast
/
E

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

Day 10

DAY/DATE: Tuesday, June 11th 2013

CREW CALL: 1:00 PM

CALL SHEET

PRODUCTION DAY: 10 OF 12

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 2:00 PM

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

i NT E r I OR

1st

A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:29 AM SUNSET: 8:24 PM MOON PHASE: Waxing Cresent
WEATHER: H: 91 L: 73, 40% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

LUNCH: 6:00 PM

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day: “Can I get a diva in the bedroom?” “Hey, Lacie, they need you in the bedroom.”

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Living Room
Various
Bathroom

76
77
78

Description

D/
N
N
N
N

Sam talks with Allison
Power goes out
Sam trips into bathtub

I/
E
I
I
I

Cast
#
1
1
1

Page
Count
4 6/8
1 1/8
1 1/8

Time Needed to
Shoot

Notes

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 3 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1

Sam

Christopher Carullo

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
1:00 PM

Into
Wardrobe
1:30 PM

Into
Make-Up
1:30 PM

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

2:00 PM

W

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

Broken GoPros, cell phone, phone charger, radio, TV, camera

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I Cast
/
E

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

Day 11

DAY/DATE: Wed., June 12th 2013

CREW CALL: 10:00 AM

CALL SHEET

PRODUCTION DAY: 11 OF 12

BREAKFAST @ SET: HAVING HAD
SHOOTING CALL: 11:00 AM

DIRECTOR: Zachary Beckler

i NT E r I OR

1st A.D.: Lacie Ratliff
SET PHONE:

SUNRISE: 6:29 AM SUNSET: 8:25 PM MOON PHASE: Waxing Cresent
WEATHER: H: 93 L: 73, 30% Precipitation

PRODUCTION OFFICE:
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792

SET LOCATION:
1105 Winding Water Way
Clermont, FL 34714

LUNCH: 2:00 PM

NEAREST HOSPITAL/URGENT CARE TO LOCATION:
FL Hospital Celebration Health

Paramount Urgent Care

400 Celebration Pl
Celebration, FL 34747

628 Cagan Crossings Blvd. #3
Clermont, FL 34711

Quote of the Day: “It’s raining cats and penises? Sounds like a good day, my two favorite things.”

SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Scripted Location

Scene #

Bathroom
Allison’s Bedroom
Allison’s Bedroom
Allison’s Bedroom
Living Room

79
82
86
87
89

Description
Sam wakes up; it is morning.
Sam finds dark room.
Sam is dead. Or is he?
Sam sees dead body in live view.
Sam leaves the house

D/
N
D
D
D
D
D

I/
E
I
I
I
I
I

Cast
#
1
1
1
1
1

Page
Count
1/4
4/8
2/8
4/8
1 2/8

Time Needed to
Shoot

Notes

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: 5 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 2 5/8 ***

TALENT
#

Scripted Name

Talent Name

1

Sam

Christopher Carullo

ATMOSPHERE:

Pick-Up
-

SCENES
NEEDED FOR:

Arrive
Location
10:00 AM

Into
Wardrobe
10:30 AM

Into
Make-Up
10:30 AM

CALL
TIME:

Ready on Set

S/W/H/R/Tr//F

11:00 AM

W

Notes

WHERE TO
REPORT TO:

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Art:
Props:
Camera:
Grip:
Lighting:
Locations:
Make-up:
Production:
Sound:
Transportation:
Wardrobe:

Blood, iPhone, box, broken cameras

ADVANCE SCHEDULE:
Scripted Location

Scene #

Shots

Description

D/N

I Cast
/
E

Pages

***TOTAL NUMBER OF SCENES: TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: ***
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Time

Set Location

“INTERIOR”
Department/ Position
Production

Name

Phone #

Director
Producer
Producer

Zachary Beckler
Susan Williams
Christopher Carullo

727.254.2608
407.616.0569
912.230.5013

DAY 11 OF 12
CREW CALLS
Call
Department/Position
Lighting
10:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:00 AM

Gaffer
Electrician
Electrician

06/12/2013
Name

Phone #

Call

Mike Collins

817.905.7554

10:00 AM
1

Orlando Porro

561.329.3653

10:00 AM

Jennifer Zhang
Marcel Urena

407.712.0638
407.616.7504

10:00 AM
10:00 AM

Grip
1st Assistant Director

Lacie Ratliff

352.615.9696

10:00 AM

Key Grip
Dolly Grip
Grip
Grip PA

Sound
Mixer
Boom Op

Script Supervisor

Makeup/Wardrobe
Locations

Makeup Artist
Costumer

Location Manager

Catering/Craft Service

Camera
Director of Photography
1st Assistant Camera
2nd Assistant Camera/DAM

Craft Service
Jonathan Bowen
Jon Perez
Yson Dickerson

407.924.3032
407-583-7093
863.258.6130

10:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:00 AM

Miranda Williams

407.454.1985

10:00 AM

Art
Production Designer
Art Department

Lunch Wrangler
MEALS:

Breakfast: Having Had
Lunch: time 2:00pm for 12 people

LOCATION MAP & DIRECTIONS
TO LOCATION FROM PRODUCTION OFFICE

Directions to

DIRECTIONS TO LOCATION FROM UCF IN FIRST EMAIL

From the Production Office:

Directions to

Zachary Beckler
_________________________________________
Director

Susan Williams & Christopher Carullo
_______________________________________
Producer
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APPENDIX B: PRODUCTION REPORTS

Daily production reports were filed at the end of each production day by our First
Assistant Director, Lacie Ratliff, and detail the amount of scenes completed and footage
shot for each shooting day.
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Day 1
!

University of Central Florida
Film Department
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Communications Building · Room 121
Orlando, FL 32816-3120
(407) 823-4285 • film@mail.ucf.edu

!
DAILY!PRODUCTION!REPORT!
!
!
!
NUMBER!OF!DAYS!SCHEDULED:!
!
NUMBER!OF!ACTUAL!DAYS:!

PREP!

BUILD!

Rehearsal!

SHOOT!

WRAP/STRIKE!

7!

1!

7!

12!

2!

7!

1!

7!

!

!

!

I NT E RI OR

Film!Title:!

Date!of!Report:!June!1,!2013!

Producer:!!!!Susan!Williams!&!Christopher!Carullo!!

!

!

!

!

SHOOT!DAY:!1!OF!12!

!

Date!Started:!!!!06/01/2013!

Director:!!!!Zachary!Beckler!

Scheduled!Finish!Date:!!!!06/16/2013!

!

Est.!Finish!Date:!!!!06/16/2013!

Sets!shot!today:!!!5!

Locations!Shot!Today:!!!!!1!

Crew!Call:!!!!9:00!AM!

!Shooting!Call:!!!!10:00!AM!!

First!Shot:!!!!10:48!AM!!

Lunch:!!!!1:15!PM!until!2:15!PM!

1st!Shot!After!Lunch:!!27A!!

2nd!Meal:![[!until![[!! !

Camera!Wrap:!!!!8:07!PM!!

Last!Person!Out:!!9:00!PM!

!
SCRIPT!SCENES!AND!PAGES!

MINUTES!

!

SCENES!

PAGES!

Prev.!

Script!

89!

70!

Today!

Taken!Prev.!

0!

0!

Total!

Taken!Today!

6!

4!

To!Be!Taken!

83!

66!

!

!

!

!

!

!

SETUPS!

!
Ref er to Digita
l
Storage Notes!
!

Prev.!

0!

Today!

14!

Total!

14!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Sound!DATS!/ROLLS!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Previous!!0!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Today!!!!!!!1!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Total!!!!!!!!!1!

Scenes!on!call!sheet:!26,!27,!28,!29,!30,!31!

!

!

DIGITAL!STORAGE!(GigaBytes)!

Scenes!shot!today:!26,!27,!28,!29,!30,!33!

Starting!Available!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.9!TB!

!
Scenes!that!need!to!be!re[scheduled:!31!

Downloaded!Today!!!!!!!!!!!!!!83.12!GB!

!

Previously!Downloaded!!!!!!!0!GB!

Added!scenes:!33!

Total!Downloaded!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!83.12!GB!
Remaining!available!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.81!GB!

10:00!AM!

8:15!PM!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
1:15!
PM!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

TR!

W!

XX!=!N.D.!BREAKFAST!
!

!
!
No.!
!

!
Rate!
!

!
1st!Call!
!

Set!Dismiss!
!

9:00!
AM!
!

NEVER!

!

!

!

*!=!DISMISS!TIME!INCLUDES!15!MIN.!MAKEUP!/!WARD.!REMOVAL!
!
Final!
Dismiss!

!

!
2:15!
PM!
!

TRAVEL!TIME!
!
STUNT!
ADJ.!

LEAVE!
LOCA[
TION!

9:30!AM!

MEALS!
!
!
OUT!
IN!

ARRIVE!
ON!LOC.!

CHARACTER!
Sam!

WORKTIME!

DISMISS!
ON!SET!

CAST!
Christopher!Carullo!

H!
F!
T!

REPORT!
ON!SET!

Worked!–!W!
Started!–!S!
Travel!![!TR!

W!
S!
R!

MAKEUP!
WDBE.!

CAST![!WEEKLY!&!DAY!PLAYERS!
Rehearsal!R!
Finished!![!F!
Hold!![!H!
Test!![!T!

!
Adj.!
!

ATMOSPHERE!TALENT!
!
!
MPV!
No.!
!
!

108

!
Rate!
!

!
1st!Call!
!

Set!
Dismiss!
!

Final!
Dismiss!
!

!
Adj.!
!

!
MPV!
!

Day 2
!

University of Central Florida
Film Department
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Communications Building · Room 121
Orlando, FL 32816-3120
(407) 823-4285 • film@mail.ucf.edu

!
DAILY!PRODUCTION!REPORT!
!
SHOOT!

I NT E RI OR

Ref er to Digital
Storage Notes
Sound!DATS!/ROLLS!

!
DIGITAL!STORAGE!(GigaBytes)!

CAST!
Christopher!Carullo!

CHARACTER!
Sam!

TR!

W!

109

9:30!AM!

10:00!AM!

8:20!PM!

!
1:20!
PM!

!
2:20!
PM!

9:00!
AM!

NEVER!

!

Day 3
!

University of Central Florida
Film Department
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Communications Building · Room 121
Orlando, FL 32816-3120
(407) 823-4285 • film@mail.ucf.edu

!
DAILY!PRODUCTION!REPORT!
!
SHOOT!

I NT E RI OR

Ref er to Digital
Storage Notes
Sound!DATS!/ROLLS!

!
DIGITAL!STORAGE!(GigaBytes)!

CAST!
Christopher!Carullo!

CHARACTER!
Sam!

TR!

W!

110

12:30!
PM!

1:00!PM!

9:30!PM!

!
6:20!
PM!

!
7:20!
PM!

12:00!
PM!

NEVER!

!

Day 4
!

University of Central Florida
Film Department
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Communications Building · Room 121
Orlando, FL 32816-3120
(407) 823-4285 • film@mail.ucf.edu

!
DAILY!PRODUCTION!REPORT!
!
SHOOT!

I NT E RI OR

Ref er to Digital
Storage Notes
Sound!DATS!/ROLLS!

!
DIGITAL!STORAGE!(GigaBytes)!

CAST!
Christopher!Carullo!

CHARACTER!
Sam!

TR!

W!

111

12:30!
PM!

1:00!PM!

10:00!
PM!

!
5:50!
PM!

!
6:50!
PM!

12:00!
PM!

NEVER!

!

Day 5
!

University of Central Florida
Film Department
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Communications Building · Room 121
Orlando, FL 32816-3120
(407) 823-4285 • film@mail.ucf.edu

!
DAILY!PRODUCTION!REPORT!
!
SHOOT!

I NT E RI OR

Ref er to Digital
Storage Notes
Sound!DATS!/ROLLS!

!
DIGITAL!STORAGE!(GigaBytes)!

CAST!
Christopher!Carullo!

CHARACTER!
Sam!

TR!

W!

112

12:30!
PM!

1:00!PM!

10:00!
PM!

!
5:30!
PM!

!
6:30!
PM!

12:00!
PM!

NEVER!

!

Day 6
!

University of Central Florida
Film Department
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Communications Building · Room 121
Orlando, FL 32816-3120
(407) 823-4285 • film@mail.ucf.edu

!
DAILY!PRODUCTION!REPORT!
!
SHOOT!

I NT E r i OR

Ref er to Digital
Storage Notes
Sound!DATS!/ROLLS!

!
DIGITAL!STORAGE!(GigaBytes)!

CAST!
Christopher!Carullo!

CHARACTER!
Sam!

TR!

W!

113

12:30!
PM!

1:00!PM!

9:00!PM!

!
5:30!
PM!

!
6:30!
PM!

12:00!
PM!

NEVER!

!

Day 7
!

University of Central Florida
Film Department
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Communications Building · Room 121
Orlando, FL 32816-3120
(407) 823-4285 • film@mail.ucf.edu

!
DAILY!PRODUCTION!REPORT!
!
!

PREP!

BUILD!

Rehearsal!

SHOOT!

WRAP/STRIKE!

7!

1!

7!

12!

2!

7!

1!

7!

!
NUMBER!OF!DAYS!SCHEDULED:!
!
NUMBER!OF!ACTUAL!DAYS:!

!

!

!

I NT E r i OR

Film!Title:!

Date!of!Report:!June!8,!2013!

Producer:!!!!Susan!Williams!&!Christopher!Carullo!!

!

!

!

!

SHOOT!DAY:!7!OF!12!

!

Date!Started:!!!!06/01/2013!

Director:!!!!Zachary!Beckler!

Scheduled!Finish!Date:!!!!06/16/2013!

!

Est.!Finish!Date:!!!!06/16/2013!

Sets!shot!today:!!5!

Locations!Shot!Today:!!!!!1!

Crew!Call:!!!!7:30!AM!

!Shooting!Call:!!!!9:00!AM!!

First!Shot:!!!!8:30!AM!!

Lunch:!!!!1:40!PM!until!2:40!PM!

1st!Shot!After!Lunch:!20B!!

2nd!Meal:![[!until![[!! !

Camera!Wrap:!!!!7:30!PM!!

Last!Person!Out:!!8:00!PM!

!
SCRIPT!SCENES!AND!PAGES!

MINUTES!

!

SCENES!

PAGES!

Prev.!

Script!

89!

70!

Today!

Taken!Prev.!

36!

28!

Total!

Taken!Today!

7!

8!

To!Be!Taken!

44!

34!

!

!

!

!

!

!

SETUPS!

!
Ref er to Digita
l
Storage Notes!
!

Prev.!

96!

Today!

8!

Total!

114!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Sound!DATS!/ROLLS!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Previous!!6!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Today!!!!!!!1!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Total!!!!!!!!!7!

Scenes!on!call!sheet:!17,!1,!2,!20,!10,!21!

!

!

DIGITAL!STORAGE!(GigaBytes)!

Scenes!shot!today:!17,!1,!2,!20,!11,!16,!18,!12!

Starting!Available!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.9!TB!

!
Scenes!that!need!to!be!re[scheduled:!10,!21!

Downloaded!Today!!!!!!!!!!!!!!85!GB!

!

Previously!Downloaded!!!!!!!593.14!GB!

Added!scenes:!11,!16,!18,!12!

Total!Downloaded!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!678.14!GB!

!

Remaining!available!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.07!TB!

CHARACTER!
Sam!

TR!

REPORT!
ON!SET!

DISMISS!
ON!SET!

WORKTIME!

CAST!
Christopher!Carullo!

W!

8:30!AM!

9:00!AM!

9:00!PM!

Piper!Patterson!

Allison!

W!

9:30!AM!

9:00!AM!

9:00!PM!

Shannon!Wamser!

Drake!

W!

1:30!PM!

1:00!PM!

9:00!PM!

Danyl!

F!

8:30!AM!

9:00!AM!

3:15!PM!

!

!

Autumn!Rae!Shannon!
!

!

!

!

!

XX!=!N.D.!BREAKFAST!
!

!
!
No.!
!

H!
F!
T!

MAKEUP!
WDBE.!

Worked!–!W!
Started!–!S!
Travel!![!TR!

W!
S!
R!

!
Rate!
!

!
1st!Call!
!

Set!Dismiss!
!

!

!

!

!
1:40!
PM!
1:40!
PM!
1:40!
PM!
1:40!
PM!
!

!
2:40!
PM!
2:40!
PM!
2:40!
PM!
2:40!
PM!
!

!

!

TRAVEL!TIME!
!
STUNT!
ADJ.!

8:00!
AM!
9:00!
AM!
1:00!
PM!
8:00!
AM!

NEVER!

!

9:00!
PM!
9:00!
PM!
3:15!
PM!

!
!
!

!

!

!

!

!
!

*!=!DISMISS!TIME!INCLUDES!15!MIN.!MAKEUP!/!WARD.!REMOVAL!
!
Final!
Dismiss!

!

!

!

MEALS!
!
!
OUT!
IN!

LEAVE!
LOCA[
TION!

CAST![!WEEKLY!&!DAY!PLAYERS!
Rehearsal!R!
Finished!![!F!
Hold!![!H!
Test!![!T!

ARRIVE!
ON!LOC.!

Cut!scenes:![[!

!
Adj.!
!

ATMOSPHERE!TALENT!
!
!
MPV!
No.!
!
!

114

!
Rate!
!

!
1st!Call!
!

Set!
Dismiss!
!

Final!
Dismiss!
!

!
Adj.!
!

!
MPV!
!

Day 8
!

University of Central Florida
Film Department
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Communications Building · Room 121
Orlando, FL 32816-3120
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!
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APPENDIX C: LOCATION AGREEMENTS

This is the location agreement used for the main location of the film. It was
signed by the owners of the rental house we used in the film.
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FILM LOCATION AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made ____________________ 20___, by a nd between
____________________, he rein after referred to as “Owner” and Digital Horror Productions
LLC, hereinafter referred to as “Company”.
1. For the period speciﬁed in paragraph 3 below, Owner hereby grants to Company the right to
enter upon Owner’s property (with equipment and personnel Company deems necessary),
situated at 1105 Winding Water Way, in the City of Clermont, hereinafter referred to as “said
premises” and to erect thereon temporary motion picture structures and sets and to use them and
said premises for making a feature ﬁlm titled INTERIOR, hereinafter referred to as the
“Production”.
2. Commencing on or about May 26th, 2013, Company may have such possession of said
premises as is reasonably necessary to perform the Production, and such premises use may
continue from day to day, Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays included, and from time to time,
until the proposed scenes and work are completed. It is estimated that it will
require about 22 day(s) of use for the Company to complete its principle use of said premises.
3. As compensation for use of said premises, Company agrees to pay in a timely matter of such
initial use: The agreed sum of $2,710.78 for 22 ni ghts, including 11% tax and $49 property
protection fee, on which Company makes use of said premises.
4. At any time within six (6) months from the date Company ﬁrst makes use of said premises
hereunder, Company may, following not less than seven (7) working days advance written notice
to Owner(s), on a mutually agreed upon date, re-enter upon and use said premises for such period
as may be reasonably necessary to photograph retakes or added scenes desired by Company, and
in any such event, the rate speciﬁed in paragraph 3 about shall apply.
5. Company agrees to leave said premises and all property of any kind located thereon, in as
good order and condition as they were immediately prior to any use of said premises pursuant to
this Agreement, reasonable wear and tear excepted, and to pay for any injury or damage that may
occur through the use of said premises by Company.
6. Company agrees to protect Owner(s) and to keep and save Owner(s) harmless from any and
all suits, claims for loss or liabilities for, any personal injury to any person or any damage to
other premises or property located thereon, occasioned by or resulting from Company’s use of
said premises, except for any damage or injury caused by the negligent or intentional
misconduct by the Owner (including Owner’s employees or agents). If Owner claims Company
is responsible for any such damage or injury, or both, Owner shall notify Company in writing
within ﬁve (5) business days after expiration of the term (or completion of Company’s additional
utilization, if any, of the premises), which writing shall include a detailed listing of
all property damaged and injuries for which Owner claims Company is responsible, and Owner
shall cooperate fully with Company in the investigation of such claim, and permit Company’s
investigators to inspect the property so claimed to be damaged. In this regard, Company
represents that they have obtained General Liability in an amount of at least $1,000,000.00.
Company will name Owner as additionally insured on policy, and provide Owner with a copy of
said policy.
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7. Company shall have the right to photograph and record at, and to depict the premises, or any
part thereof, in Company’s discretion using or not the actual name, signs and other identifying
features. Company shall have no obligation to photograph or record at, or otherwise actually
utilize the premises, or to use any photograph and recording made at the premises. Without
limiting the foregoing, Company shall have the right to use said photographic depiction in all
media throughout the Universe in perpetuity in the Production and/or distribution, exhibition,
promotion, or other exploitation thereof, and in any trailers or promotions thereof. Neither
Owner or anyone claiming through owner shall have any right, title or interest in or to
Company’s photography and recording and recording at the premises, nor shall there be any
restriction or limitation upon Company’s right to utilize such photography and recording in
photoplay or in any of Company’s productions.
8. Should there be any breach under this agreement, it is agreed that the prevailing party shall be
entitled to reasonable attorney’s fees costs incurred as a result of any action or proceeding under
this agreement.

ADDRESS OR OWNER OR AGENT

NAME OF PRODUCTION COMPANY

NAME:

COMPANY: Digital Horror Productions LLC

Address 1:

Contact Person: Susan Williams

Address 2:

Position: Producer

State:

Address 1: 3047 George Mason Ave Apt. D

Zip Code:

Address 2:

Phone Number:

State: FL

Email:

Zip Code: 32792
Phone Number: 407-616-0569
Email: adigitalhorror@gmail.com
Email: susancww@gmail.com

Signed:

Signed:

Date:

Date:
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APPENDIX D: CAST AND CREW AGREEMENTS
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Actor Agreements

INTERIOR
ACTOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into as of the ________________ _ (Date), by and between Digital
Horror Productions LLC (Production Company), Zachary Beckler, Christopher Carullo, Susan Williams
(hereinafter “Producer”), and _______________ ___________ (hereinafter “Player”).
A. Producer intends to produce a motion picture (hereinafter the "INTERIOR") based upon that certain
screenplay tentatively titled "INTERIOR.”
B. Producer wishes to utilize the services of Player in connection with the Picture upon the terms and
conditions herein contained.
ACCORDINGLY, IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
1. PHOTOPLAY, ROLE, SALARY AND GUARANTEE: Producer hereby engages Player to render
services as such in the role of ___________________, in the Screenplay, at the salary of $0 Dollars per
day. Player accepts such engagement upon the terms herein specified.
2. START DATE: Principal Photography of the Picture shall commence on or about June 1st, 2013 (the
“Start Date”) and continue until June 13, 2013, or until the completion of the photography and recordation
of said role.
The Start Date shall be automatically extended without notice for a period equal to the duration of any
default, disability and/or force majeure (as such terms are defined below and regardless of whether
Player's services are suspended therefore), or due to any location requirements, director and/or cast
unavailability, weather conditions, and/or other similar contingencies.
3. PLAYER'S ADDRESS: All notices which the Producer is required or may desire to give to the Player
may be given either by mailing the same addressed to the Player at the address listed at the end of this
agreement, or such notice may be given to the Player personally, either orally or in writing.
4. PLAYER'S TELEPHONE: The Player must keep the Producer's casting office or the assistant
director of said photoplay advised as to where the Player may be reached by telephone without
unreasonable delay. The current telephone number of the Player is listed at the end of this agreement.
5. NON-UNION PICTURE: Producer makes the material representation that it is not a signatory to the
Screen Actors Guild collective bargaining agreement or any other union or guild agreement. Player
warrants that Player is not a member of any union or guild, memberships in which would prevent Player
from working in this picture.
6. EXCLUSIVITY: Player's services hereunder shall be non-exclusive first priority during the PreProduction, exclusive during Production Periods, and non-exclusive, but on a first-priority basis, during
the Post-Production Period.
7. RETAKES AND OTHER ADDITIONAL SERVICES: During and after the Term, Player shall
render such services as Producer may desire in producing retakes, added scenes, transparencies, close-ups,
sound track (including dubbing and looping), process shots, trick shots and trailers for changes in and
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foreign versions of the Picture. Compensation for such additional services shall be payable pursuant to
Paragraph 1 of the principal agreement; provided, however, that no compensation shall be payable for
such additional services to the extent they are rendered during any period for which Producer is otherwise
obligated to pay or has paid Player compensation, or is entitled to Player's services without compensation.
8. NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, HOLIDAYS, WORK TIME: No increased or additional compensation shall
accrue or be payable to Player for services rendered by Player at night or on weekends or holidays, or after
the expiration of any number of hours of service in any period.
9. CREDIT: Producer shall accord Player customary shared screen credit. There shall be no obligation to
accord Player credit in paid advertising and/or publicity, although Producer may from time to time elect,
in its sole discretion, to accord Player such credit.
10. RIGHTS: Player grants, and Producer shall have, the perpetual and universal right to photograph and
re-photograph Player (still and moving) and to record and re-record, double and dub Player's voice and
performances, by any present or future methods or means and to use and authorize others to use Player's
name, voice and likeness for and in connection with the Picture, the soundtrack (including a soundtrack
album), trailers, and documentary and/or "making of" pictures, and all advertising (including Player's
name and likeness on sleeves, jackets and other packaging for soundtrack albums, video cassettes,
videodiscs, written publications and the like), merchandising, commercial tie-ups, publicity, and other
means of exploitation of any and all rights pertaining to the Picture and any element thereof. Producer
shall own all results and proceeds of Player's services hereunder, including the copyrights thereof, and as
such owner shall have the right (among all other rights of ownership): (i) to include such results and
proceeds in the Picture and in advertising and publicity relating to the Picture, (ii) to reproduce such
results and proceeds by any present or future means, (iii) to combine such results and proceeds with
photographs and recordings made by others for use in the Picture, (iv) to exhibit and perform such results
and proceeds in theaters, on the radio and television, and in or by any other present or future media, for
profit and otherwise, and for commercial or non-commercial purposes and purposes of trade, and (v) to
license and assign its rights to any other person or producer. Without in any way limiting the foregoing,
the results and proceeds of Player's services hereunder include any and all material, words, writings, ideas,
"gags", dialogue, melody and lyrics composed, submitted or interpolated by Player in connection with the
preparation or production of the Picture (hereinafter referred to as "material"). All said material, the
copyright therein, and all renewals, extensions or reversions of copyright now or hereafter provided, shall
automatically become the property of Producer, which shall be deemed the author thereof, it being agreed
and acknowledged that all of the results and proceeds of Player's services hereunder are a specially
ordered and commissioned "work made for hire" within the meaning of the 1976 Copyright Act for the
compensation provided in the Principal Agreement. Player hereby expressly waives and relinquishes any
moral rights or "droit morale" in and to any material created by or contributed to the Picture by Player
including all of Player's performance.
11. FORCE MAJEURE: As used herein the term "force majeure" means epidemic, act of God, strike,
lockout, labor condition, unavailability of materials, transportation, power or other commodity, delay of
common carrier, civil disturbance, riot, war or armed conflict (whether or not there has been an official
declaration of war), the enactment of any law, the issuance of any executive or judicial order or decree,
breach of contract by, or disability of, the Producer, Director, other principal cast member, breach of
contract by a financier or completion guarantor, or other similar occurrence beyond the control of
Producer, which causes an interruption of or materially hampers or materially interferes with the
production of the Picture.
12. INSURANCE: Player warrants that to the best of Player's knowledge Player is in good health and has
no condition which would prevent Producer from obtaining life, health, accident, cast or other insurance
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covering Player at premium rates normal to Player's age and sex, without any unusual exclusion or
limitation of liability on the part of the insurer.
13. ASSIGNMENT: Producer shall have the right to assign this Agreement and any of the rights granted
herein, in whole or in part, to any person, firm, corporation or entity, and nothing contained herein shall
imply anything to the contrary. Upon the assignee's assumption of the obligations of Producer with respect
to the rights so assigned, Producer shall be relieved of all such obligations. Producer shall also have the
right to lend the services of Player to any person, firm or corporation which is a subsidiary, parent or
affiliate of Producer or the successor to Producer by a merger or by a transfer of substantially all of
Producer's assets hereunder. In the event of any such lending, Player agrees to render his services to the
best of his ability to the person, firm, or corporation to whom his services are loaned hereunder. Player
may not assign Player's rights or obligations hereunder.
14. MERCHANDISING: Producer is also granted the further exclusive right and license, but only in
connection with the role portrayed by Player in the film to use and to license the use of Player's name,
sobriquet, photograph, likeness, caricature and/or signature (collectively referred to herein as "name and
likeness") in and in connection with any merchandising and/or publishing undertakings.
15. INCLUSIVE PAYMENTS: All payments to Player hereunder shall be deemed to be equitable and
inclusive remuneration for all services rendered by Player in connection with the Picture and to be paid by
way of a complete buy-out of all rights granted to Producer hereunder and no further sums shall be
payable to Player by Producer by reason of the exploitation of the Picture and all results and proceeds of
Player's services hereunder in any and all media throughout the universe pursuant to any collective
bargaining agreement, if any, or otherwise, by way of residuals, repeat fees, pension contributions, or any
other monies whatsoever.
16. ARBITRATION: Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this agreement or any breach
thereof shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitration
Association; and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrators may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction thereof. The prevailing party shall be entitled to reimbursement for costs and reasonable
attorney's fees. The determination of the arbitrator in such proceeding shall be final, binding and nonappealable. In the event of any breach by the Producer of this Agreement, the Player shall be limited to the
Player's remedy at law for damages, if any, and shall not have the right to terminate or rescind this
Agreement or to enjoin or restrain in any way the production, distribution, advertising or exploitation of
the Picture.
17. EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY: All of Producer's obligations herein are expressly conditioned
upon Performer's completion, to Producer's satisfaction, of the I-9 form (Employee Eligibility Verification
Form), and upon Performer's submission to Producer of original documents satisfactory to demonstrate
Performer's employment eligibility.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this agreement on the day and year first above written.
AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED:
Date:
“Player" Name (please print):
“Player” Signature:

“Player” Address:

“Player” Phone number:

Production Company: Digital Horror Productions LLC

Prod. Co. Representative Name (please print):

Prod. Co. Representative Signature:
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List of Actors who signed this agreement:
1. Christopher Carullo
2. Piper Rae Patterson
3. Shannon Michael Wamser
4. Autumn Rae Shannon
5. Zachary Beckler
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Crew Deal Memos

INTERIOR
CREW DEAL MEMO
PRODUCTION TITLE: INTERIOR
PRODUCTION DATES: 1 June - 13 June 2013
PRODUCERS: ZACHARY BECKLER, CHRISTOPHER CARULLO, SUSAN WILLIAMS
DIGITAL HORROR PRODUCTIONS LLC
3047 George Mason Ave Apt D
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
407.616.0569
NAME:

PHONE:

JOB TITLE:

EMAIL:

ADDRESS:

TERMS OF AGREEMENT
COMPENSATION: In full and complete consideration for the services to be rendered hereunder, Employee shall
be compensated the sum of $0 per six day week worked during the term.
1. WORKDAY: Employee's services shall be rendered on a six (6) day per week basis, with a ten (10) hour
workday exclusive of lunch breaks.
2. OVERTIME: Overtime compensation will not be provided.
3. TRANSPORTATION/ACCOMMODATION/EXPENSE PROVISION, if any: At the discretion of the
Producer, transportation may be provided for other set locations.
4. MEALS: The Employee's first meal period will commence within six (6) hours following the Employee's
call time (for set personnel only).
5. SERVICES: During this engagement, Employee will render services whenever and wherever Producer may
require, in a competent, conscientious, and professional manner, meeting the needs of the Producer in all
matters, including those involving artistic taste and judgment. The Producer shall have no obligation to
actually utilize the Employee's services, or to include any of Employee's work in the Picture, or to producer,
release, or continue the distribution of the Picture.
6. RECOVERABLES: Each department shall be responsible for all recoverable items, which must be
inventoried and accounted for at the end of Principal Photography. These items should be organized, boxed,
and returned to the Producer.
7. SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION: Producer shall have customary rights of suspension and termination
by reason of any event beyond Producer's control which materially hampers production of the Picture,
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CREW DEAL MEMO
including, without limitation, force majeure, labor strike, or the death, material default, illness or incapacity
of the employer or the Director, Director of Photography, or any principal cast member.
8. RIGHTS: All results and proceeds of employee's services hereunder shall constitute "a work made for hire"
for Producer, and Producer shall be considered the author thereof for all purposes and the owner throughout
the world of all the rights therein. Producer shall have the right to use and license the use of the Employee's
name, photograph, likeness, voice and/or biography in connection with the Picture and the advertising,
publicizing, exhibition and/or other exploitation thereof, including, without limitation, in connection with
"behind the scenes" and "making of" films and featurettes.
9. PUBLICITY: Employee shall not furnish any information or publicity about the Picture, the Picture's
budget, or Producer to any third party.
10. ASSIGNMENT: Producer may assign its rights hereunder to any person, firm, or corporation.
11. EMPLOYEE'S REMEDIES: Employee recognizes that in the event of a breach by Producer of its
obligations under this Agreement (including, without limitation, breaches of the Agreement arising out of
credit obligations), the damage (if any) caused to the Employee thereby is not irreparable or sufficient to
entitle Employee to injunctive or other equitable relief. Employee therefore agrees that Employee's rights
and remedies shall be limited to the right, if any, to obtain damages at law, and that the Employee shall not
have the right in such event to terminate or rescind this Agreement or to enjoin or restrain the distribution or
exhibition of the Motion Picture. Neither the expiration of this Agreement, nor any other termination thereof
shall affect the ownership by Producer of the results and proceeds of the services supplied by Employee, or
any other rights granted herein to Producer, or alter any of the rights and privileges of Producer, or any
warranty or undertaking on the part of Employee in connection with such results and proceeds.
12. CREDIT: Credit shall be accorded to Employee. All decisions with respect to credit, including without
limitation the position, size, prominence, style, placement and form of any and all credits shall be determined
by the producer in its sole discretion. No failure by Company or its assignees or licensees to comply with the
credit requirements hereof shall be deemed a breach of this Agreement, subject to distributors' customary
exceptions and exclusions.
Please print your name as you would like it to appear in the credit roll:
_________________________________________________________
(Print Name)

AGREEMENT: This Deal Memo constitutes the full agreement between both parties unless amended to the
contrary in writing and signed by both parties.
MISCELLANEOUS: This Agreement shall be deemed to be made in the State of Florida and shall be
construed in accordance with the laws of State of Florida applicable to contacts made and performed therein.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, Employee's sole remedy for breach by Producer of
any provisions of this Agreement shall be the right to pursue an action at law for damages. In no event shall
Employee seek or be entitled to rescission, or to injunctive or other equitable relief, and the termination of
this engagement or this Agreement for any reason shall not affect the Producer's right to the result and
proceeds of Employee's services hereunder. Producer shall have the right to assign this Agreement to any
person or entity, and the benefits of this Agreement shall inure to any such assignee. Employee shall, upon
request, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Producer such additional documents as Producer may deem
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necessary to evidence and effectuate Producer's rights hereunder. Employee hereby grants Producer the right,
as attorney-in-fact, to execute, acknowledge and record any and all such documents.
ADDITIONAL ITEMS:
1. All purchases over $25.00 and all rentals will be made by Purchase Order, and must be approved by
Producer, Line Producer, or Production Manager.
2. Petty Cash expenses must be accompanied by original receipts, not photocopies.
3. If Employee would like for his/her call time to be considered differently from that on the call sheet then it
must be approved by the Producer.
4. Parking tickets will not be reimbursed by Producer. In the event that unpaid parking violations are reported
to Producer after Employee has concluded employment with Producer, Employee shall be responsible for
any bail amount and/or processing fee with respect to such parking tickets.
5. There is no guarantee that petty cash over the float amount given will be reimbursed.
6. Off-set meals will not be reimbursed by Producer.
7. Producer will not accept or reimburse any receipts for cigarettes or alcohol.
8. Mobile phone charges will not be the responsibility of Producer.

AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED:
Date:

Date:

Employee Name (please print):

Production Company:
Digital Horror Productions LLC

Employee Signature:

Prod. Co. Representative Name (please print):

Prod. Co. Representative Signature:
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List of Crew Members who signed this deal:
1. Producer: Susan Williams
2. Director of Photography: Jon Arthur Bowen
3. Sound Mixer: Jennifer Xinyue Zhang
4. 1st Assistant Director: Lacie Ratliff
5. Gaffer: Mike Collins
6. 1st Assistant Camera: Jon Perez
7. 2nd Assistant Camera: Yson Lorane Dickerson
8. Art Director: Miranda Williams
9. Key Grip: Orlando Porro
10. Best Boy: Kevin Levy
11. Electrician: Cornelius O’Donoghue
12. Best Boy Grip: Marcel Urena
13. Boom Operator: Leland Gorlin, Wesley Johnson, Krista Martin
14. Production Assistant: Alexander Blair
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APPENDIX E: SCREENPLAY

The following pages include the shooting script from which the production
schedule and script breakdowns were created. The numbers at the top right will indicate
the script page number. Scene numbers can be found next to the heading of each scene.
This script does not account for changes during production or post-production.
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INTERIOR
By
Zachary Beckler

FINAL SHOOTING SCRIPT 9/30/2012

Digital Horror Productions LLC
3047 George Mason Ave. Apt D
Winter Park, FL 32792
(727)-254-2608
adigitalhorror@gmail.com
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